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Welcome to EUROPOEMS! 

 

This handbook is one of the ‚Ihn_lh[ncih[f ji_nc] [fjb[\_n‛ jlid_]n jli^o]nm. Tbcm nl[hmh[ncih[f jlid_]n b[m 

been carried out between 2012 and 2014 under the Grundtvig programme and funded by the European 

Ciggcmmcih’m Lc`_fiha L_[lhcha Plial[gg_, ch B_facog, Fl[h]_, G_lg[hs, In[fs, Lcnbo[hc[, Rig[hc[ [h^ 

Turkey. 

In this handbook there is given information about teaching approaches by using poetry as a tool which was 

developed during 2012 - 2014, international and local activities of each partner organization,  translations of 

poetry into different languages, during the project prepared and presented information on each partner 

]iohnls’m ]f[mmc], ]ihn_gjil[ly, first national poetess, slam poetry, religious poetry,  etc. More information 

can be found on official website of the project www.europoems.eu 

We hope that this handbook will be informative and useful for educators, learners, local communities and 

active citizens for self-education and for educating others. 
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“INTERNATIONAL POETIC ALPHABET” 
 
Gloh^npca f_[lhcha j[lnh_lmbcj jlid_]n ‛Ihn_lh[ncih[f ji_nc] [fjb[\_n‚ [cg_^ to develop and put into 

practice new pedagogical approaches using poetry as a way to promote: 

 Mutual comprehension and common European values such as the respect of cultural and linguistic 

diversity, 

 Active European citizenship,  

 Develop/discover creative ways to teach/learn languages,  

 Improve comprehension and expression in foreign languages,  

 Promote less spoken European languages,   

 Help Europeans rediscover European poetry and endear it to them,  

 Develop basic skills in writing poetry.  

 

It gathered partners to promote intercultural education and bring a European perspective into 

learning/teaching in adult education.  

 

Project work was based on implementation of the working plan, which included: 

 Development of/participation in the activities of sharing experiences and thoughts,  

 Expressing yourself through the poetry readings and creative writing, 

 Ciff_]ncha [h^ mb[lcha ch`ilg[ncih [\ion h[ncih[f ji_nm i` _[]b j[lnh_l’m ]iohnls,  

 Discussing about classic, contemporary and slam poetry to know history, related social/cultural 

aspects, 

 Broaden our horizons and get inspired to nurture not only intercultural, but also intergenerational 

dialogue through the discovery of the classic poetry, preferred by older people and contemporary or 

slam poetry, recently very popular among European youth; 

 Translating poems into English and from English into the partner languages, sharing ideas about 

them. 
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We live in a multicultural European environment: it's essential to develop awareness and encourage people to 

learn more about other cultures and traditions, to nurture common European values such as tolerance and 

respect of cultural and linguistic diversity, contrasting xenophobia.  

This project aimed to strengthen the missing sense of European belonging, encouraged teachers, learners and 

local communities to broaden their horizons and become aware that they are the part of this multicultural 

environment.   

There is a diffused need of tools to create and strengthen social relationships, to promote active European 

citizenship and fight against an increasing apathy that people have towards their own cultures and common 

European values. 

Literature has always been a two way dialogue between past and present, reflection of culture, history, 

beliefs, lifestyles and language specifics and its changes. Poetry is considered as the most touching and 

inspiring of literary treasures, so we decided to use it as an emotional bridge gathering different cultures and 

nations, as a way to develop (and transfer) innovative practices in adult education and to put into practice 

new pedagogical approaches using poetry as a way to promote common European values and teach/learn 

foreign languages.  

Wbs‛Ihn_lh[ncih[f ji_nc] [fjb[\_n‚? Fclmnfs, \_][use poetry can be a great way to express yourself, your 

feelings; it is a form of communication, which do not necessary require higher education. Our slogan is 

‚Ahsih_ ][h qlcn_ ji_nls‛ [h^ iol‛ji_nc] [fjb[\_n‚ was the guide for those who are beginner poets or 

those who never wrote poetry before. We aimed to promote creative work and a prospect of the poet's 

profession, which is seems to be forgotten by our society, to stimulate creativity and inspire innovations. 

Participants were able to gain basic knowledge of poetry writing and its translation. This project involved not 

only teachers and adult learners, but also some professional poets/translators/editors, who shared their 

experiences with the participants, and beginner poets from the local communities, who were able to publish 

their works on the projects special blog, which was created to support the beginner poets. 

One of the aims of this project was also to attract people and make them rediscover European poetry, and 

endear it to them. 

Along with discovering foreign poets and enriching their culture, teachers and adult learners also did 

researches on national poets – classic and contemporary – to improve their knowledge and identity and make 

them ready to exchange. Our project also included meetings with slammers this improved intergenerational 

dialogue. With our analysis on the differences and common points of the classic and contemporary poetry we 

qiof^ fce_ ni mbiq nb_ mi]c_ns, nb[n ]ihnl[ls ni nb_ jijof[l ijchcih, ]b[ha_m hin h_]_mm[ls g_[hm‛`il nb_ 

\_nn_l il qilm_‚, cn g[s [fmi \_ nb_ q[s i` \li[^_hcha ]ihn_rn, ^cm]ip_lcha ^cp_lmcns [h^ nb_m_ g__ncham [cg 

to nurture dialogue between past and present, break the stereotypes and get inspired to come into action, 

share experiences and bring a change in attitude.  

This project responded to a demand of opportunities to exchange the ideas, practices and experiences with the 

aim of gaining a better understanding of the areas of common interest in adult education and  contributing to 

nb_ EU'm aliqnb mnl[n_as ‛Eolij_ 2020‚ jf[h cgjf_g_hn[ncih \s `ch^cha mifoncihm ni ]iggih jli\f_gm. 
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INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS 

 

 
 

Association Baltic Turkish Culture Academy (Lithuania) 

                                                             
Baltic Turkish Culture Academy is located in Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania. Lithuania is ascribable to the 

Baltic countries the same as Latvia and Estonia. Activities of the association are directed at all society 

members, independent of nationality, sex, religion and all that. The association is based on tolerance, equality 

and justice.  

Vision: Baltic-Turkish Culture Academy – advanced, rapidly developing and well-known association in 

Lithuania and foreign countries, which strengthen intercultural relations and arrange cultural, educational, 

recreational tourism and other services. 

Mission: To develop intercultural communication, to initiate the development of educational systems and 

raise public awareness of the Turkish culture through various programs. 

The actions of Association: 

Presentation and spreading of Turkish culture, traditions and customs in Lithuania and other foreign 

countries; 

Teaching of the Turkish, Lithuanian, English and other languages in Lithuania and other countries; 

Organizing of meetings, forums, seminars, courses, Olympiads, advice, sports and cultural events; 

Organizing of the assessments, examinations or other checking; 

Publishing of books, magazines, newspapers; 

Providing an assistance and support for students, teachers and educational institutions; 

Rendering of information about the association members' activities, the conditions to the Republic of 

Lithuania and foreign public persons, private persons, international organizations; 

Cooperation with Lithuanian and foreign organizations. 

 

Web: www.balturka.lt 

 

 

 
 

Présence et Action culturelles (Belgium) 

                                                           
Présence et Action culturelles is a non profit association which organizes cultural events in the french-

mj_[echa [l_[ i` B_facog. Ool mfia[h cm ‚A]ncha qcnb ]ofnol_‛.  Presence et Action culturelles use culture in 

il^_l ni ^_p_fij j_ijf_’m [\cfcnc_m ni ]liticize society, the way it works, and the social inequalities that it 

generates. Our aims are to emancipate people, individually and collectively, to develop watchfulness and 

http://www.balturka.com/
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civic commitment, to struggle against any form of discrimination, to promote cultural diversity and 

international solidarity. 

Web: www.pac-g.be 

 

                                                
 

ARIADNA- Asociata Femeilor Jurnaliste din Romania (Romania) 

 
Date of establishment :  July 31, 1992, Court decision 275 , Sector 1 Bucharest Court 

Organization goal:gender issues, promoting women activism  in civil society 

Preoccupations: culture, media, gender issues, political participation, education, images of women (media, 

arts), violence against women, women studies, women human rights, peace & armed conflicts, children in 

need. 

NGO []ncpcnc_m: msgjimcogm (‚Wig_h ch jifcnc]m‛), ]ofnol[f _p_hnm-book launching, university lectures 

(D[ff_m P_ijf_’m Uhcp_lmcns-1992-1993 :‛Wig_h Pf[h_n‛), Cfo\ Alc[^h[, ji_nls mbiqm, nb_[nl_ jf[s „M[lc[ 

T[h[m_‛ 1993; jl_mm qilem `il jligincha qig_h cg[a_ ( l[^ci & TV jlial[gm `_[nol_m, _mm[sm, \iiem); 

Stop violence! Mass media and violence against women PHARE LIEN  financed programme (1996-1997) , 

GE-ME-RO – Gender  –  Media – Romania (Women  and Media in the Romanian Post-communist Society) in 

co-operation with International Training Centre for Women (ITW), Amsterdam (1998-2000) in Matra for 

Democracy  and No Violence in the Third Millennium – Women Against Violence (1999) USIS financed 

programme, in co-operation with  the Institute for Crime Prevention of  Romanian Police and etc. 

 

Web: www.asociatiaariadna.com 
 

 

 

             
 

Connexion Roumanie (France)         

                           
Association aims to jligin_ Rig[hc[h ]ofnol_ ch Eolij_, ch nb_ ]ihn_rn i` Rig[hc[’m EU chn_al[ncih [h^ 

intercultural dialogue and promote active European citizenship. 

Activities:Meetings, debaters, concerts, performances in France, Belgium and the Republic of Moldova in 

partnership with various associations and organizations that Romanian House in Paris, ICR Paris,  ICR 

Brussels, Paris House of Student Initiatives etc.; In 2011 in co-operation with two other partners it initiated 

the Grundtvig-`oh^_^ jlial[g ‚Vicr ^_m F_gg_m‛; Participation with its own stand at book fairs in Paris 

(2007, 2008), Brussels (2011), Education Fair in Paris (2007) etc. 

 

Web: www.connexionroumanie.fr 
 

http://www.asociatiaariadna.com/
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 JBF Bildungscenter (Germany)    

                                  
JBF Bildungscenter, founded in 1986, is a competence center for education, training services and social work 

in the field of integration for resettlers and immigrants. The institute is accredited and licensed by the Federal 

German Authority for Migration and Refugees and is offering integration and language courses according to 

the German Federal Immigration Act. 

Our courses are characterized by their high customer orientation, thanks to our perfectly tailored education 

concepts which does not only mean the implementation of innovative teaching methods but also the 

combination of traditional courses with innovative learning and teaching concepts. JBF provides 

conceptional and methodical teaching and learning methods offering assistance for self organized learning 

combined with classical education and training opportunities.Furthermore, JBF is supporting future 

_gjfis_lm nb[hem ni iol ip_l[ff msmn_g ]ih]_jn „Pli`_mmcih[f Ihn_al[ncih i` Fil_cah Egjfis__m‚ qbc]b 

prepares immigrant labourers for their starting to working life in Germany. Since 1990, JBF provides courses 

with functional literacy programmes, courses for women, parents, young adults, supporting and intensive 

courses, which plays an essential role in the context of integration. From the initial consultation to the basic 

and advanced language courses and furthermore to an orientation course regarding social life in Germany, 

JBF is offering integrated support for all levels. One of our very successful concepts in the field of German 

language courses is our special concept „L_[lhcha \s Momc]‚. JBF cm jlipc^cha [ mi]c[f m_lpc]_ ch il^_l ni 

meet with the integration process defined by the German Authority for Migration and Refugees. 

 

Web: www.jbf.de 

 

 

        
 

Xena Centro Scambi e Dinamiche Interculturali (Italy) 

                                                 
The Xena Association is well known for its 17 year experience of project management in the field of E.U. 

programmes and this will contribute to the project quality. Its main objective is to increase and improve the 

level of contact and interaction amongst different cultures. Based in Padua, it is a non-profit association for 

the social promotion. Founded in 1995, it works in the field of intercultural and non-formal education, 

vocational training,  guidance, promotion of active citizenship. It has always promoted both local and 

http://www.xena.it/
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international projects, mainly in the frame of European Programmes  (]oll_hnfs ‚Yionb ch A]ncih‛, ‚Lc`_fiha 

L_[lhcha‛: ‚L_ih[l^i ^[ Vch]c‛, ‚Gloh^npca‛). In b[m \__h [ g_g\_l i` nb_ ch`ilg[ncih h_nqile Eoli^_me 

for ten years; since 2010 it is part of the Euroguidance network. It is a training board accredited by the 

Veneto Region for guidance, with a special focus on international mobility. Concerning the expertise in the 

sector of the project, it worked in Grundtvig projects on the intercultural competencies of European project 

coordinators in adult education and on a workshop developing literature and creativity in an intercultural 

environment. 

  

Web: www.xena.it 

 

           
 

Başak Elmas Liseleri Mezunları Yardımlaşma ve Dayanışma Derneği (Turkey) 

                                         
Organization is non profit and not govermental organization which was founded for establisihing cooperation 

and solidarity between Basak and Elmas Secondary Schools alumni. 

Every year we are preparing different education activities (conferences, seminars, meetings etc.)for our 

alumni and for Konya people also. Bemders abbreviaton is Konya Basak – Elmas high schools alumni 

association. Bemder association was  established in 2006 in Konya city. Aims are; ensuring solidarity among 

people, developing people culturally and socially, protecting the cultural heritages,informing people about 

education and training.  
 

Web: www.bemder.org.tr 
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Association Baltic Turkish Culture Academy  
 

 

Lithuania  

http://www.balturka.com/
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TEACHING APPROCHES BY USING POETRY AS A TOOL 
 

 
“The Awakening of the Drowsy Creative Powers” 

 

We are certain that in every person there lie, like ground waters, great capabilities of creation. It is necessary 

for people to start believing in it themselves and to search for opportunities to set free the deep lying talents 

and start creating, among the other arts, poetry.  

Since the participants speak in a variety of languages, while translating every created text they gain the basic 

translation skills when different ideas hae to keep the same spirit of a poem. The presentations and translation 

of dif`_l_hn Eolij_[h ]iohnlc_m ji_nm‘ n_rnm [ffiq nb_ cggcal[hnm ni \_nn_l j_l]_cp_ nb_ ^__j ]ofnol_ i` nb_ 

Eolij_[h h[ncihm. Pi_nls cm ih_ i` [jjlijlc[n_ q[sm i` a_nncha ni ehiq ni nb_ h[ncih‘m g_hn[fcns [h^ [nncno^_.  

The creation of poetry helps people to trust themselves more because they sense they possess yet unidentified 

powers. Despite the geographical locations and languages, the participants feel taht the essential values 

(tolerance, respect, God, native land, family, friendship, etc.) are the same and the latter unite them. 

‚L_[p_m‚ 

In the training there may be 10 to 30 participants (Immigrant involement) in a closed room; the manner of 

seating – a semicircle. Training time is 1-2 hours. Means: a projector, a computer, specially prepared video 

material (for the obtainment and use of the material, please, contact balturka@gmail.com), pens, yellowish 

sheets of paper. 

The process 

1. Opening game. The participants are given a question What would I be if I were not what I am now (a 

dream profession). It is important for the trainer , the training moderator to find out if there are 

painters, musicians or representatives of any other kind of art in the group.  

2. The wakening of ideas and images. For this part there is a video material used which is designed 

intentionally for this training.  

 Recorded etudes 

 Interview with children (video) 

 Interview with te elderly (video) 

             All the video material is presented in silence. 

 

3. The process of creation. The participants are given 20-30 minutes for the expression and reflexion 

niq[l^m qb[n q[m m__h. Tb_ j[lnc]cj[hnm b[p_ ni ^_m]lc\_ _p_lsnbcha nb_s b[p_ m__h ch nb_ „`ilg i` [ 

ji_g‚, _cnb_l lbsg_^ il hin, ih nb_ s_ffiqcmb mb__nm i` j[j_l. 

mailto:balturka@gmail.com
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4. Reading .  The creators themselves read their lines and colleagues translate them into a language that 

is understood by eerybody (English, Turkish or other.) Thus, the translation skills and expression in a 

foreign language is developed. 

5. Visualization. Spectacles – a teaching method which as well as the role play, provides a possibility to 

evaluate the situation from a different perspectie, to look into some things as if through a different 

pair of spectacles; the participants who had chosen their dream profession, which represents at least 

one of the arts, are invited to try to visualise, to express a poem created by another person through a 

chosen sphere of art, e.g. a singer is asked to sing a poem written by another participant, a painter – 

to draw, a dancer – to express it through moement and alike.  

6. Discussion – reflexion based on the gien questions. The trainer gives questions to the participants: 

What was beautiful there? Does, and how, poetry unite (our) cultures? S/he moderates the discussion.  

 

‚Tb_ Ri[^‚ 

In the training there may be 10 to 30 participants (Immigrant involement) in a closed room; the manner of 

seating – a semicircle. Training time is 1-2 hours. Means: a projector, a computer, specially prepared video 

material (for the obtainment and use of the material, please, contact balturka@gmail.com), pens, sheets of 

paper, a ball of yarn. 

The process 

1. Introduction. The participants describe the of their lives in a few sentences.  

2. The wakening of ideas and images. The participants, with the help of a projector, are shown the 

photo material which was intentionally prepared for this training.  The same photographs are 

used in the training hall; they are hung on the walls. After the presentation of this photo material 

the participants representing different cultures (Lithuanians, Spaniards, Turks, Japanese, and 

alike) represent the meaning of the road in these cultures (that may be a presentation, a poem 

reading, a song presentation with images). During the training it was noticed that the word Road 

in the Japan and Lithuanian languages has 22 meanings*. 

3. ‚Tl[p_f ch Tcg_‚ –  there is the reflexion method used in order to awaken memory.   

Instructions: Now we are going to make a travel in time. Please stand up and step forward, now 

turn around yourself and close your eyes. It's yesterday at this time, maybe you were walking 

down the street, or in some cafe, at University or at work, maybe you remembered that today you 

had the Footprints event in the Baltic Turkish Culture Academy, you were trying to organize 

yourself to be here on time, which kind of transport you would use, at what time you had to be 

ready... 

Now, open you eyes, turn around and step forward, turn around again and close your eyes. Now 

we are in these days when you started to be independent, maybe you decided to start the 

Uhcp_lmcns ch [hinb_l ]cns `[l [q[s `lig siol j[l_hnm’ big_, il sio ain [ m]bif[lmbcj ni nl[p_f ni 

another country, maybe you decided to start to work and live for yourself. It was a difficult 

mailto:balturka@gmail.com
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decision, or maybe not, you were excited and nervous because of the changes in your life, how 

was your life after that? Did everything go the direction that you had expected? Or maybe 

something suddenly happened and everything changed? Did you take the good road? 

Open your eyes, turn around and step forward, turn around and close your eyes. Now you are a 

child, you are in a classroom sitting at a desk, some teacher is talking and there are a lot of kids 

in the same classroom you are, but you are not paying attention, what are you thinking about?  

What are your worries? Your future career? Money? Or are you thinking about games and 

friends, what you  will eat after school and that homework you have to do...   open your eyes, we 

have traveled a lot of years back, you can see all your decisions , how things have changed, all 

these new experiences and feelings, you can see the road of your life from here. 

 

4. After the reflexion game the participants are given time to express their ideas in their mother-

tongue pc[ nb_ ‚ji_g gi^_f‚. Tb_l_ [l_ 20 gchon_m acp_h `il nb_ ]l_[ncih. Tb_ j[j_l mb__nm [l_ 

distributed.  

5. Reading. Everyone reads their own columns  and collegues translating them into common 

language (english). In this way developing understanding and expressing skills in foreign 

languages 

6. Discussion. The participants sit in a circle. The trainer gives the participants questions: how are 

we united by poetry? What was beautiful there? Is it difficult to create/translate a poem? What do 

our paths hae in common and how do they differ?. Before answering the questions, while 

_rjl_mmcha ih_‘m c^_[m nb_ j[lnc]cj[hn a_nm nb_ \[ff i` s[lh qbc]b b[m ni \_ j[mm_^ `il [hinb_l 

participant so that s/he would express onself, and leae the end of the thread for oneself.  

These two methods, ‚L_[p_m‚ and ‚Tb_ Ri[^‚ are based on the contemplatie method. 

 

 

Discussions and meetings with poets, profesional translators 

 

This method acquaints with the professional process of creation and translation. The statement of the 

professional translators that poetry is born through language, that it is a language miracle, helps the 

participants realise that language is a resource of poetry. A person could not create poetry without not 

knowing, not feeling a language. Poetry conveys not the surface but the abyssal information.   
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In the process of translation it is important to find word equivalents in both cultures. The existance or 

absence of the equialents demonstrates the similarities and differences of the cultures. Poet and translator 

Ahn[h[m A. Jihsh[m mb[l_^ bcm _rj_lc_h]_ qbcf_ nl[hmf[ncha Gi_nb_‘m ‚F[omn‚ `lig G_lg[h chni nb_ 

Lithuanian language.  

 

 “Express yourself through poetry“ through slam poetry 

 

Throughout the times in eery culture we recognise differences between generations. The youth and the elder 

a_h_l[ncih‘ [nncno^_ niq[l^m fc`_, ji_nls, ]l_[ncih ^c``_lm. A j[ln i` sionb b[m [ n_h^_h]s ni ^ch[gc][ffs 

express their feelings and mood via the existance of the slam poetry and its performance. We believe it should 

be included in the field of our interests because the slam poetry promotes youth to read the poetry discourses 

and to interpret them in their own way.  

The aim of training is to learn how ni _rjl_mm ih_‘m `__fcham, gii^ pc[ nb_ ]l_[ncih, l_[^cha i` mf[g ji_nls, ni 

improve the creative work in groups and speaking in front of the audience skills (public speaking skills).  

Training time: 1 hour., number of participants –5 and more. Means: Senn_h]_m i` nb_ `[giom ji_nm‘ ji_gm ]on 

into strings, to prepare the common information about the slam poetry and present it – it is what the trainer 

prepares before the training.  

First of all, the participants are aquainted with the slam poetry and its rules.  

Slam poetry spokesman explained the rules of the slam contest.  The training was organized by using the 

principle of the slam contest. 

 

There are three main rules: 

1. You can read only your own poems; 

2. You cannot use any specific make-up or decorations; 

3. One reading takes no longer than 3 minutes. 

Pi_nm’ j_l`ilg[h]_m [l_ l[n_^ \s nb_ `cp_-member commission, made up of randomly selected viewers, in the 

training there was a three-member commission. After readings the commission and the audience applause for 

_f_]ncih i` nb_ \_mn j_l`ilgcha ji_n il alioj. Tl[^cncih[ffs, nb_ qchh_l a_nm n_h ^iff[lm’ \[hehin_. In cm [ 

symbol showing that the most important thing is not to win but have a great evening. 
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There are used the following non-formal education methods:  

Group work method – the participants are divided into a few groups and judges.  

The creative work in groups – each team creates a poem from the quotes of the classics together and repeats 

its performance.  

 

Scgof[ncih []ncpcns ‚Pi_nc] mf[g‚ – it simulates the experiences of the group poetic competitions both from 

the perspective of the participants and the judges.  

The simulation activity consideration – discussion: the simulation participants evaluate each other, discuss 

the performances.  

This training is based on the dynamic method. 

Culture recognition using poetry as a means 

 

A person's culture refers to his or her concern for what is excellent in the society. Learning other people's 

culture is a way of linking people and their different value systems. It causes bonding and a system of social 

control in a case where people shape their behavior and standards. Culture is presented through music, art, 

literature, costumes, customs and traditions. 

The main aim of the training is to get to know to other cultures, countries, their traditions via poetry as a 

method of learning, to become more tolerant towards the representaties of other cultures, to get to know to 

less used European languages, to involve the immigrants.  

Duration of the event is 1–2 hours. The number of participants is not important. There should only be 

`il_cah_lm fcpcha ch siol ]iohnls chpifp_^, qbi ]iof^ mb[l_ nb_cl _rj_lc_h]_m, ji_gm nb[n l_p_[f nb_ ]iohnls‘m 

culture, traditions, the beauty of nature, history and alike. The participants are rushed to sit in a semicircle 

which is suitable for a discussion or presentation obseration.  

Means: computer, projector, sound system, a sheet of paper, pens. 

The process 

First of all, the participants hae to be acquainted and  pleasant surroundings have to be created. A non 

`ilg[f ]l_[nc_ a[g_ cm ]bim_h.Tb_ j[lnc]cj[hnm [l_ acp_h nb_ `clmn fch_ i` [ ji_g \s [ `[giom ji_n, _.a.  ‚Niq 

nb_ moh lim_ [a[ch ni liom_ nb_ qilf^...‚  K. Dih_f[cncm. Tb_ j[lnc]cj[hnm b[_ ni ]l_[n_ [ mbiln ji_g ch mg[ff 

groups and present it. 
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Since the participants know they would have to present a poem in advance, the demostration and presentation 

`iffiq ^olcha qbc]b [ ji_n [h^ bcm ]bim_h ji_g, nb[n l_p_[fm nb_ ]iohnls‘m bcmnils, ]ofnol_, nl[^cncihm [h^ 

other features of the country, are presented. At the same time the attendees ask the concerning questions on 

the training topic. 

After all the presentations and demonstrations there follows a discussion which summarizes the discoered 

cultural similarities and differences, links \_nq__h nb_ bcmnils i` ]iohnlc_m, nb_ ]iohnlc_m‘ h[nol_ \_[ons [h^ 

alike.  

This teaching methodology/way can be used for getting to know the world cuisine via poetry.  

 

PRESENTATIONS, ACTIVITIES, TRAININGS, MEETINGS, 

WORKSHOPS 
 

 
In Belgium the Lithuanian team had presented 2 classic Lithuanian poets – Kristijonas Donelaitis and 

Salomeja Neris. First of them – Donelaitis, the great poet of the 18
th
 century. His presentation included a 

mbiln gipc_, qb_l_ 2 sioha n__h[a_lm n[fe qcnb _[]b inb_l omcha nb_ fch_m i` bcm g[mn_ljc_]_ ‚Tb_ S_[mihm‛. 

The poem depicts everyday life of Lithuanian peasants, their struggle with serfdom, and the annual cycle of 

li`_. In’m nb_ `clmn ]f[mmc] Lcnbo[hc[h f[hao[a_ ji_g, qbc]b \_][g_ ih_ i` nb_ jlch]cj[f qilem i` nb_ 

Lcnbo[hc[h ji_nls [h^ nb_ \_mn ehiqh Dih_f[cncm’ \iie. In’m b[l^ ni jl_m_hn Dih_f[cncm’ p_lm_m ch [ `il_cah 

language as it is hard to translate his verses written in a hexameter – mnsf_, nsjc][f ni Hig_l’m O^smm_s [h^ 

inb_l [hnckocns \iiem. In’m cgjiln[hn ni g_hncih nb[n 2014 is the Year of Donelaitis, the year of this great 

Lithuanian writer, the author of "The Seasons" ji_g’m 300th birth anniversary commemoration. More than 

60 different events should be organized for remembering and celebrating his creation in Lithuania and 

abroad. 

The second one was dedicated to Salomeja Neris – the most prominent poetess who formed during the years 

of Lithuanian independence (1918-1940), and reached the heights of the art. With the purity of feelings, 

common form of poems, by the sense of esthetic and the search  the eternal answers about the human 

_rcmn_h]_, [h^, _mj_]c[ffs,  \s b_l ji_gm’ ]fim_h_mm ni g_fi^s  mbe will always be known as a romantic 

ji_n_mm, mi ][ff_^ ‚[ hcabncha[f_, qbi ][h’n \_ mcf_hn‛. Niq[^[sm, mb_’m mncff ih_ i` nb_ q_ff-known and 

beloved classical poetesses of ours.  
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The verses of these 2 famous Lithuanian poets were presented not only with a presentation – it was also 

recited at the city hall of Liege.  

Tb_ nbcl^ g__ncha i` ‚Ihn_lh[ncih[f ji_nc] [fjb[\_n‛ [n Bo]b[l_mn q[m ^_^c][n_^ `il nb_ l_p_f[ncih i` nb_ 

European feminine poetry – the partner countries presented the first woman poetess of their countries.  

Thus, all the participants got to know about the first Lithuanian poetess – Karolina Praniauskaite. Karolina 

Praniauskaite (1828 - 1859) was a romantic Lithuanian poetess and translator. Born in Samogitia, a 

historical region of Lithuania, then a part of the Russian Empire, she is sometimes referred to as a 

Samogitian Bard. Although, her published original works were written in the Polish language, as the 

Lithuanian language was banned at this period of Russia occupation, she was the first writer who started to 

form the woman writing style of the Lithuanian literature. Karolina was surrounded by intellectuals of the 

national Lithuanian movement, it formed her worldview, creative themes. The biggest influence on her works 

was of the Poles romantic fiction, which had been linked with Lithuania. In the verses of Carolina we feel 

subtle spirit of melancholy, longing, woman nature.  

  

Dawn of Happiness   

 

Day and night the river flows, 

With the flame of sun in daytime                         

With the night with falling stars 

Our days passes as well. 

 

Once they glow, full of joy, 

Sometimes fill the heart with pain 

Spreading rays of light again 

Here again the night descends. 

 

Vainly people asking land 

Will the shine appear in vaults? 

While the hope in our hearts 

everybody livs with pain. 

 

Seeing down of happiness 

We will finish our  years. 

But still, after we pass, 

Purest dawn will raise again. 
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This poem together with others feminine poetry was declaimed at beautiful Bucharest park along 

the sculptures of great Romanian poets.  

The topic of the fourth meeting presentations and activities in Germany was slam poetry.  The 

Lithuanian team came together with a famous Lithuanian slammer – Žsacg[hn[m Ko^cle[, qbi cm 

called the father of the Lithuanian slam.  He presented the history of slam in Lithuania, as well as 

his own creation, followed by some readings on stage.  It was an honor to the Lithuanian team to 

participate at this meeting with Kudirka, who was awarded by Lithuanian music awards 2013 for 

bcm pc^_i ‚N_fc_mecn_ gefshidi a[o\fci‚(Dih‘n Tio]b nb_ Bfo_ Gfi\_) [h^ [fmi cm ehiqh `il nb_ 

European slam fans as prizeman of many slam festivals. 

 

 
 

For a meeting in Paris Lcnbo[hc[ ^_f_a[n_^ nb_ qchh_l i` nb_ ihfch_ _mm[s ]ihn_mn ‚Wbs W_ Lip_ 

Pi_nls‛ – Barbara Brazdyte, a student of Vilnius University.  She presented her essay by the 

sentence of Samuel Taylor Coleridge – Prose is the words set in a best order, poetry – the best 

words set in the best order . 

 

“Powerful poetry” 

 

Prose- words in the best order, 

Poetry- the best words in the best order. 

 

The aforementioned words, once said by a famous English poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge, direct 

our thoughts towards the way of poetry adoration. Is it really true that poetry contains an invisible 

power to change human mindset and provide an individual with a subjective dose of happiness? Do 

the best words arranged in an ideal manner generally affect already formed personality? I would 

like to emphasize that answering this question it is worth to turn our attention to a selective 

l_[^_l’m j_l]_jncih i` nb_ ch`ilg[ncih. Tb[n cm ni m[s, qb[n \lcham af[^h_mm, jf_[mol_ [h^ cm ]f_[l 

to one person, to the other, just because of purely individual reasons, can appear to be pointless. 

This prompts the idea that there is no inappropriate poetry; there are only different demand groups 

that preferentially select one or another type of poetry. 

 

I would dare to claim that poetry, in contrast with, for instance, politics – consolidates people. 

Furthermore, poetry is the basis of everything. Arguing my opinion, I would like to emphasize that 

in politics people actively unite to form communities, political parties, that at the first sight seems 

to work as a connective factor, nevertheless, politics, according to the famous German philosopher, 

dolcmn [h^ jifcnc][f nb_ilcmn, C[lf S]bgcnn, cm \[m_^ ih nb_ ‚`lc_h^ [h^ _h_gs ^cmnch]ncih‛. Tb[n cm ni 

say, people bound in order to fight for their rights with so-called enemies who guarantee different 

approach and political beliefs. Meanwhile, in poetry we cannot detect any strict differentiation, 

combat elements or goal pursuit at any cost. I admire poetry due to the apparent transparency and 
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a significant desire to change the world with the help of the power of the word, which contains 

strong imagery characteristics. In addition, it is not a secret that poets have a sensitive eye towards 

the reality, they perceive the world widely opening the mysterious depths of their souls. Poets, just 

like people who adore the true, powerful and valuable poetry, are sentimental and sensitive. 

Namely these facts especially fascinate me in poetry, because it is notorious fact that nowadays in 

the real world we discover them so rarely, while the world of poetry opens its reaches to everyone, 

who values it and takes on deep to the heart. Actually, we can establish a much closer connection 

with poetry not only by reading it and creating poems, but also by participating in elocution 

competitions. Moreover, participation in such competitions helped me to embody the poem and 

through acting abilities and inner emotions convey a part of myself to the listener in the context of 

ji_nls [“] ‚ 
1
 

 

 

 
 

In her essay she talks about the poetry role and compares it with a role of politics, finding poetry as 

a unifying tool for society, as a tool, stimulating our thinking in an original way, and in opposite – 

seeing politics  as a tool, dividing society into separate groups, which later fight between each 

other.  

Another topic presented and discussed in the meeting in France was religious poetry.  Lithuanian 

jl_m_hn[ncih q[m g[^_ \s Žcpcfe Jankauskaite. She presented a poet of the 19th century. Antanas 

Strazdas (1760 –1833) signed in Polish as Antoni Drozdowski. He was often called Strazdelis by 

the locals, what refers to a name of a bird (thrush). A Lihuanian priest and poet. Because of his 

humble origins and lifestyle, he had become somewhat of a folklore hero. Some of this verses were 

published in the Polish language because of the occupation of Russia. The third collection of the 

Lithuanian poems was destroyed by the censors. As many as 50 songs are attributed to Strazdas 

and passed by word of mouth to this day, many of his poems are filled by religious motives. 

However, the authorship is hard to establish because of lack of written proof and because of the 

tendency of Strazdas' songs to become part of folklore. His best known work, the hymn Pulkim ant 

keliu (Let us Fall on Our Knees) is still sung to this day in churches and religious ceremonies. 

Probably the main part of meeting in Padua, Itals q[m [ msgjimcog ‚Ihn_l[]ncih i` ji_nls [h^ 

inb_l [lnm‛. Lcnbo[hc[ q[m jl_m_hn_^ \s j_l`ilg_l Vcif_n[ Bociute, a student of Lithuanian 

University of Educational Sciences. She's a singer and songwriter (guitar and vocal). 

"Unfortunately, I don't know how to sing in another language. I need foreign languages in order to 

stay in touch with the world outside Lithuania. This may be old friends, classic books or people, 

whom I haven't met yet. Music is a part of language. Music is a part of nature. And personally for 

                                                 

 
1
“Why we love poetry” essay by Barbara Brazdytė 

https://www.leu.lt/en/studies.html
https://www.leu.lt/en/studies.html
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me - native language is a part of its sensation. Sometimes, when I sing, I wonder how certain 

musical phrase begins to flow naturally with the sounds of nature. It's beautiful. Probably, that's 

why I sing in Lithuanian - because of the beauty. If I needed to tell why I sing Lithuanian, my 

answer would probably be different every day. Focusing on the painful history of Lithuania, today I 

can say that singing in the native language means to be true to my nature. It fits absolutely 

everything I brought along my briefcase before I came from another world." says Violeta.  

 

The last meeting was in Turkey, Konya city. The Lithuanians found their own interpretation for the 

acp_h nijc] ‚fip_, `lc_h^mbcj, nif_l[h]_‛ [h^ nblioab nb_m_ nbl__ ohcp_lm[f p[fo_m [ j[ln i` nb_ 

country´s history was presented, of course, by using poetry as a tool.   

 

Association Baltic Turkish Culture Academy implemented many local activities, trainings and 

workshops related with aims of  ‚Ihn_lh[ncih[f ji_nc] [fjb[\_n‚ jlid_]n ^olcha nb_ qbif_ j_lci^ i` 

the project.  

Here, the association would like to share some examples with adult educators, students, and all the 

other who are interested in self-learning based on non formal methods. 

 

“Culture through poetry” 

 

 

Guests from European countries read poetry in Association of Baltic Turkish Culture Academy, 

nblioab qbc]b q_ f_[lh_^ [\ion _[]b inb_l’m ]ofnol_, bcmnils, a_ial[jbs, h[nol[f m]c_h]_m, [h^ 

social characteristics of human ways of life. 

On 21 February Association Baltic Turkish Culture Academy organized "Culture through poetry" 

_p_hn, qbc]b cm [ j[ln i` ‚Ihn_lh[ncih[f ji_nc] [fjb[\_n‛ (qqq._oliji_gm._o) jlid_]n `ch[h]_^ \s 

European Commission. 

Assembled audience was multicultural, so at the beginning of the event guests got acquainted with 

the Lithuanian language and one of the most famous Lithuanian classic poets – Maironis. Through 

poetry of Maironis Lithuania's natural beauty dehisced; the foreign guests living in Lithuania also 

agl__^ ojih nb[n. Tb_ Lcnbo[hc[h alioj b[^ l_[^ ‚D_[l Lcnbo[hc[‛ \s M[clihcm [h^ [ ji_g \s V. 

Kernagis "Our day as a celebration." 

The meeting started with a warm-up game. Everybody was divided into small multicultural groups. 

Guests had to complete the poem’m fch_m \s ]l_[ncha _h^cham `il ]ifoghm. Tb_ j[lnc]cj[hnm q_l_ 

very active and creative. 

"Culture through poetry" was attended by representatives from Turkey, France, Italy, Sweden and, 

of course, Lithuania. They read and presented their countries' poems. 

Mr. Dick Stode from Sweden contributed with a Swedish poem that has a connection to the history 

of Lithuania. Turkish representatives presented national anthem of their country. French 

representatives had chosen a political topic and showed us some of the country's political 

characteristics that are also typical of other European countries. 

The Italians looked into the religious parties and the social side by choosing Dante Alighieri 

_r]_ljnm `lig ‚Tb_ H_ff". 
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Workshop: poetry as a way to express yourself 

 

 

Sf[g ji_n Žsacg[hn[m Ko^cle[ n[oabn biq ni _rjl_mm iolm_fp_m, iol `__fcham [h^ gii^m nblioab 

poetry. 

On 27 February Association of Baltic Turkish Culture Academy held a workshop Purpose of 

‚Pi_nls [m [ q[s ni _rjl_mm siolm_f` ‚q[m ni f_[lh ni _rpress feelings and moods through poetry 

and by reading, reciting of poetry improve public speaking skills. 

 

 
 

Slam poetry was used for expression, which is always read live. At the beginning of the training 

Žsacg[hn[m \lc_`fs chnli^o]_^ qb[n mf[g ji_nls is, where it comes from and how it appeared in 

Lithuania. Slam poetry spokesman explained the rules of slam contest.  The training was organized 

using the principle of slam contest. 

 

There are three main rules: 

1. You can read only your own poems; 

2. You cannot use any specific make up or decorations; 

3. One reading takes no longer than 3 minutes. 

 

Pi_nm’ j_l`ilg[h]_m [l_ l[n_^ \s nb_ `cp_-member commission, made up of randomly selected 

viewers, in the workshop there was a three-member commission. After readings commission and 

audience applause to elect the best performing poet or group. Traditionally, the winner gets ten 

dollars banknote. It is a symbol that shows that the most important thing is not to win but to have a 

great evening. 

B_`il_ qlcncha ji_gm Žsacg[htas Kudirka demonstrated various ways of reading poetry, which can 

be applied for reading created poems. Each group composed of 3 members got various cut-into-

lines Lithuanian poems. Each group of these lines had to arrange their own poem, later everybody 

had to read it by choosing various ways of expressions. 

 

 

Poetic afternoon in Musninkai rural community  

 

 

Gloh^npca L_[lhcha P[lnh_lmbcj jlid_]n ‚Ihn_lh[ncih[f ji_nc] [fjb[\_n ‚mjl_[^ cnm qcham [h^ 

landed in Musninkai rural community on the 14
th
 of June. 

 

Poetic afternoon was organized by Association of Baltic Turkish Culture Academy and Musninkai 

rural community and neighbourhood representatives. 
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The town guests and members of the community had the opportunity to attend workshops – creative 

poetry writing, choose one of the poets, present him\her, read his\her poetry,  

The event was led by representatives of Association Baltic Turkish Culture Academy Sandra 

Stalnionyte [h^ Žcpcfe Jankauskaite. 

The audience gathered in new house of community where the project was briefly introduced. 

Already implemented activities were presented and explained how each of us can join this project.  

The first part consisted creative workshops, which allowed each participant to reveal their 

creativity and versify a few lines about one of the things which had been distributed by the host of 

the event.Here are some examples of workshop: 

 

 

 

„Dėžutė“  
 

Ši dėžutė, nors mažutė  

 

Į ją dėsim mes svajas  

 

Ir prašysime likimo  

 

Kad išpildytų jis jas.  

 

 

 

„Maišelis“  
 

Koks gyvenimas lengvas  

 

Lyg tuščias maišelis ant mano peties  

 

Aš einu per gyvenimą  

 

Kol jis pilnas prisiminimų svarios patirties 
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With such lively and thought-provoking poems of the congregation nb_ ‚Ihn_lh[ncih[f ji_nc] 

[fjb[\_n‛ ji_nc] _p_hn \_a[h. 

Li][f ao_mnm ch nolh, jl_j[l_^ [h^ jl_m_hn_^ [ hog\_l i` ^cmnlc]n [h^ Lcnbo[hc[h ji_nm’ m_lc_m. 

Poems were read, by the starost of Musninkai town, the director of cultural centre, the librarian 

and ciggohcns g_g\_lm. A fi][f ji_n, qbi fcp_m ch nb_ niqh i` Vcf_cecšec[c Mlm. Jolach[ 

Cerniak,  read her poems. 

 

"Footprints" 

 

12 F_\lo[ls, 2014,n_  jlid_]n ‚Ihn_lh[ncih[f ji_nc] [fjb[\_n‛ _p_hn ‚Fiinjlchnm‛ niie jf[]_ ch nb_ 

Baltic Turkish Culture Academy.  During this meeting participants discussed the meaning of 

‚li[^" ch ^c``_l_hn ]ofnol_m pc[ ji_nls.  

 

Representatives from different countries Turkey, Lithuania and Spain made cozy and interesting 

atmosphere for the discussion. 

 

The event started with an innli^o]ncih [\ion nb_ jlid_]n ‚Ihn_lh[ncih[f ji_nc] [fjb[\_n‚ 

(Grundtvig learning partnership) that aims to develop and put into practice new pedagogical 

approaches using poetry as a way to promote mutual comprehension and common European values 

such as the respect of cultural and linguistic diversity and develop/discover creative ways to 

teach/learn  languages. 

 

Participants presented poems about road in the Lithuanian, Turkish, Japanese and Spanish 

cultures. 

 

The Turkish poem was the first and let us know what the meaning of road is in its culture through 

the poem."Uzun ince bir yoldayim" 

 

After the Turkish presentation it was the time for the Lithuanian participant, with the poem "Tu 

numegzk man, mama, kelia" which reminded us of our childhood and the importance of love and 

care. 

The third presentation was from the Japanese culture, through the attractive haiku that made us 

know the meaning of the road in its culture. 

 

And the last poem was "Caminante no hay camino" from Spain, it was presented through the music 

of Joan Manel Serrat, a Catalan singer, and showed us the vision of road by the people from 

southern Europe. 

 

A`n_l nb_m_ _hdis[\f_ jl_m_hn[ncihm nb_l_ `iffiq_^ [h chn_l_mncha l_`f_]ncih a[g_ ‚nlcj ch ncg_‛ 

which created a nice and calm atmosphere with the music of Goran Bregovic. Participants went 

back to their childhood, independence times and nowadays in their minds. 

 

After everybody had time to think and reflect about themselves, a photo film of different kinds of 

roads made by Antonio Perea was shown.  
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To get closer to each other everyone was able to enjoy a break time with live music played by the 

Spanish volunteer Noelia Molero, and to taste the Turkish tea and delights. 

 

After the photo movie everybody had to create a poem about the meaning of road for them as 

persons. Then it was a time for participation in the activities of sharing experiences and thoughts. 

 

‚Fiinjlchnm‛ q[m [h _p_hn `il _rjl_mmcha siolm_f` nblioab nb_ ji_nls qlcncha [h^ l_[^cham, 

sharing thoughts with participants, expressing theirselves in a foreign language, creative writing 

and to find the common meaning of "road" in different cultures. 

 

Symposium "Faces of poetry" 

 

 

20 February, 2014, the Baltic Turkish Culture Academy together with the Lithuanian University of 

E^o][ncih[f S]c_h]_m (LUES), F[]ofns i` Lcnbo[hc[h Pbcfifias ila[hct_^ nb_ jlid_]n’m 

‚Ihn_lh[ncih[f ji_nc] [fjb[\_n‛ msgjimcog "F[]_m i` ji_nls". 

 

The symposium contained reports and performances of interaction of poetry and other arts. At the 

same time as [ j[ln i` msgjimcog ‚Pbinial[jbs nblioab nb_ f_hm_‛ _rbc\cncih q[m ila[hct_^, 

where professional photographers and amateurs tried to visualize poems of Lithuanian, foreign 

poets or written by themselves. 

 

  
 

 

 

 The event started with the music of E. Morricone "El oboe de Gabriel" played by EVS Spanish 

volunteer Noelia Molero after that followed greeting speeches by the dean of the faculty – Žs^lihe 

Kolevinskiene , the president of the association Baltic Turkish Culture Academy – Ishak Akay, and 

a member of the Parliament – Vytautas Juozapaitis.  

 A`n_l nb_ ao_mnm’ al__ncha, nb_l_ ][g_ nolh ni nb_ mj__]b_m [h^ j_l`ilg[h]_m \s j[lnc]cj[hnm qbi 

were champing at the bit. 

D[fc[ T_cš_lmesne – a poet, journalist and a member of the Parliament, told us about faces that 

helped her to discover poetry, to create poetry. Then, Violeta Buciute, a student of LUES, 

performed singing her own poems. 
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After this inspiring performance, Dainius Dirgela – a poet and photographer, showed people his 

point of view about the poetry through the lense. 

Another student of LUES, IngridaViluckyte,  participated in the event , she read poems and showed 

pictures about different action of water drops related with her vision of the poem. 

 

The scriptwriter Eligija Volodkeviciute, made everybody enjoy themselves with a video 

about  poetry connection with animated motion, the best translation into all languages of the world. 

 

Then it was the time for Colombian actor – Hugo Armando Caicedo Marles, who made us smile 

with his performance about his view of the poetry through the movements. His performance named 

‛Tb_ Wch^iq‚  

 

Erika Memis, a student of LUES,  explained us a well-known Turkish preacher, former imam, 

writer, and Islamic opinion leader idea about esthetical values in his poetry. 

 

Noelia Molero made us visualize the poetry of Federico Garcia Lorca through the photos of 

Antonio Perea. 

The event was closed with a the nice poetry sung by  a LUES student Ruta Urbanaviciute. 

 

The president of Baltic Turkish Culture Academy and the dean of the Faculty of Lithuanian 

philology, as a way to say thank you to all the participants, gave certificates of appreciation. 

 

Baltic Turkish Culture Academy invited all the participants and the management team to a great 

dinner in the Organization. 
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TEACHING APPROACHES BY USING POETRY AS A TOOL 
 

PAC cm [h [mmi]c[ncih qilecha ch nb_ jijof[l _^o][ncih [l_[. Si q_ ^ih’n b[p_ [ ]f[mmc][f 

language teaching methodology and q_ ^ih’n jlipc^_ [hs `l_h]b ]iolm_m gil_ip_l. Ool g[ch 

activity consists in the organization of writing workshops for adults who are not specifically close 

ni nb_ qlcncha: cffcn_l[n_ j_ijf_, mi]c[f ohbiiecha j_ijf_, jlcmih_lm“ Ool [cg cm hin nb_ f[hao[a_ 

learning itself but rather the language « appropriation ». Indeed, we think that it is important, 

within the framework of a language learning process, that people can develop a personal 

relationship to the language, made by freedom of expression, imagination, testing, creativity, 

jf_[mol_“ 

We would like to fight against the feeling that french is staying a foreign language for immigrant 

people, mainly made for practical things or a school language for most of us with the fear of 

grammatical or spelling mistakes. The language is alive and has to remain accessible to 

everybody ! Furthermore, this approach seems us to be the best way for a real social integration.  

 

So, within the framework of limited partnerships we used to intervene in associations or other types 

of structure which work with our target public. When we work with associations which provide 

french courses, the writing workshop comes most of the time in addition to the courses in a 

complementary way.  

 

A typical writing workshop gathers about ten people and lasts generally three hours by session. 

There can be just one session or there can be more. Sometimes, a worshop can be organized during 

a all year, every week.  

Every participant sits around a table, with paper and pens. The leader sits among the participants. 

After a warm-up time, the leader suggests some writing exercices, more or less complicated, 

inspired by a sentence, a picture, a game with words... And the participants try to write texts, 

^c[fiao_m, _mm[sm“ ^olcha [ ^_n_lgch_^ ncg_ qbc]b ][h ai `lig ih_ gchon_ ncff nb_ ih_ biol. 

After every exercice, the leader asks to some participants to read their text aloud in order to share 

it with the group. Indeed, the individual approach is important but the presence of the group is 

essential also in the process. It helps to give confidence or to « take that as a game »“  

Depending on the level of confidence of the group, some texts can sometimes be full of emotion. We 

f[oab ch qlcncha qilembijm [ fin. W_ ]ls mig_ncg_m nii“ Tb_ f_[^_l gomn \_ [\f_ i` g[h[acha nbcm 

emotional aspect, still present. 

To end a workshop and value what were written, we can organize a public meeting of aloud 

reading. We can also decide to publish a handbook with the texts or to publish them on the Internet. 

This kind of valuation is important for the participants. It also contributes to make them gain some 

confidence and make them proud of their writing works. 

 

LOCAL ACTIVITIES 

 
 
Lifelong training for writing workshop leaders 

 

PAC organizes regularly free trainings for people who want to become a writing workshop leader. 

Then especially within the framework of Europoems, we organized a free lifelong training on the 

theme of the poetry in order to initiate the workshops leaders to this type of litterature. 
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On 2013 and 2014, more or less every two months, during three hours, we scheduled some specific 

interventions, mainly meetings with poets who led poetry writing workshops. The aim was to 

^_p_fij nb_ f_[^_lm’m m_hmc\cfcns [h^ [fmi ni \l_[e nb_ jms]bifiac][f \[llc_lm niq[l^m ji_nls. Tb_ 

poetry was indeed seen by many as an elitist shape of writing, not accessible for them and even less 

for their public.  

 

The first intervention was assured by the poet from Liège Luc Baba, who leaded a writing 

workshop on the following theme: "Poetry as a way to express yourself". Then, session by session, 

we welcomed other Belgian poets such as the slam poet François Laurent alias « L’Agc n_llc_h », 

P[m][f L_]f_l]k, Ahh_ P_h^_lm, Vélihcko_ W[onc_t, L[ol_h]_ Vc_ff_ “  

Photo 1 - Luc Baba and the participants to the workshop « Poetry as a way to express yourself » - 

Liège – Belgium - 22th March 2013 

 
Poetry writing worshops for immigrant people learning french 

 

In 2013 and 2014, we organized two workshops within the framework of a partnership with Lire et 

Ecrire, an association which provides french courses for immigrant or illiterate people.  

The two workshops in 2013 lasted ten sessions, between March and May. In 2014, they took place 

in fifteen sessions, between January and June. 

The two leaders were Liliane Fanello and Letizia Messina. Michèle Divoy, a third leader, came 

punctually in the workshops for aloud readings of poetry texts. The trainers of the two groups took 

part to the workshops too.  

Fil nbcm jo\fc], ji_nls ^i_mh’n g_[h [hsnbcha [n nb_ \_achhcha i` nb_ qilembijm. Tb_cl pi][\of[ls 

ch `l_h]b cm hin p_ls ^_p_fij_^. Tb_s ^ih’n nbom oh^_lmn[h^ mncff nb_ m_hm_ i` nb_ m_hn_h]_m. In ^i_m 

hi g[nn_l: nb_ nqi f_[^_lm ^c^h’n fiie nb[n nb_s oh^_lmnand everything but rather that they discover, 

become soaked, get to like the words, the sounds, the rhythms. So they chose poems not always 

necessarily accessible. 

 

To give the participants the desire and the confidence to take part to the workshops, the leaders 

paid attention to some following points:  

- Leaning on the fact that the participants already know, joining their universe and bringing an 

intercultural dimension inside the workshop; 

e.g. : an exercice was based on a text that was called « Going on » and allowed the participants to 

talk about their immigration ; another exercice on the theme of love began with the word « love » 

qlcnn_h ih nb_ \f[]e \i[l^ ch ^c``_l_hn f[hao[a_m“ 

- Being playful: it is necessary to stimulate, to be ceaselessly a surprise and to be very creative; 

_.a.: moaa_mncha _r_l]c]_ oh^_l nb_ mb[j_ i` a[g_m“ 

- This kind of public needed concrete tools, not abstract concepts, to develop their imagination. 

They were very susceptible in illustrations, in drawing themselves, in cuttina j[j_l“ Afn_lh[ncha 

the writing with other types of activities is important with a public who are not used to the writing; 

- Proceeding step by step: beginning by making the participants speak, writing the words on the 

\i[l^“ \_`il_ jlijimcha chmnlo]ncihm of writing; 

- Writting: it is necessary to write on the board and to make participants write; 

- Reading its own texts and those of the others: crossed readings are sometimes a brain wave for 

many participants! ; 

- Making a place to the listening – the leaders pointed out the important role of the reading that 

brings another dimension, very appreciated by the participants - the poetry is approached as 

music; 

- Encouraging a lot!  
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Diverse valuations of the writing works were realized:  

- 2013-2014 : some of the texts written within the framework of the workshops were 

published on the blog of Europoems : http://europoems.wordpress.com ; 

- 2013 – 2014 : both groups met for sessions of aloud readings of their texts  

Photo 2 - in the Library of Saint-Gilles district within the framework of the cultural event 

« Bazar des mots » - Liège – Belgium - 31th March 2014; 

- March 12th, 2014 at the Festival of readings « Les Parlantes » : reading by the learners of 

Lire et Ecrire of the texts produced within the framework of the workshops 2013 at the 

bookshop PAX (Liège) ;  

- March 20th, 2014 at the « Day of valuation of the practices of appropriation of the French 

as a foreign language by means of the culture » organized by the Federation Wallonie-

Bruxelles at Liège : reading by the learners of Lire et Ecrire of the texts produced within 

the framework of the workshops 2013 ; 

- March 2014 : publication of a collection « Franchir les frontières » (« Crossing the 

borders »), ch nb_ _^cncihm i` L’Al\l_ à P[lif_m i` L[ M[cmih ^_ f[ Piémc_ ^’Ag[s, 

compiling the texts produced within the framework of the writing workshops 2013, 

publishing in 500 copies ; 

 Photo 3   

- In June 3rd, 2014: « L_ jlchn_gjm ^_ f’Afjb[ »: readings by the learners of the texts 

produced within the framework of the workshops 2014. 

 

During the evaluations, the participants said themselves very happy to participate to the poetic 

writing workshops. When we asked them what it brings them, here are the words we were able to 

b_[l: fcmn_hcha, jf_[mol_, cg[ach[ncih, _rjl_mmcih, f[oabn_l, l_f[r[ncih, ^cm]ip_lc_m“ 

 

The trainers of Lire et Ecrire appreciated the workshops a lot too. They said it made them reflect 

on their own pedagogical methodology and it enriched them.  

 
Symposium « The relationships between poetry and the other arts » 

 
On March 22th 2014, we organized a symposium about the relationships between poetry and the 

other arts in a coffeeshop in Liège called La Diode. Many artists were invited to discuss the 

question : Paolo Dagonnier, writer and member of the poetry group Chromatique, Serge Delaive, 

writer and photographer, Pascal Leclercq, writer, Marie-Céline Legros, dancer, Selçuk Mutlu, 

visual artist, Anne Penders, artist and writer. On this occasion, we organized an exhibition of Serge 

D_f[cp_, ‚H_lmn[f‛, qbc]b gcr_^ jbinial[jbs [h^ ji_nls. A\ion mcrns j_ijf_ [nn_h^_^ nb_ 

discussion that was very rich and original.   

Photo 4 – ch nb_ ]i``__mbij ‚L[ Dci^_‛ – Liège – Belgium - 22th March 2014 

 

POETRY TRANSLATIONS 
 
On the occasion of the 2nd international meeting of the partners of Europoems in Liège – Belgium, 

the 7th and 8th March 2013, we had the pleasure to meet the poet from Liège, Luc Baba, who read 

us the following text, about the diversity and the disappearance of the languages of the world : 

 

 

http://europoems.wordpress.com/
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You talk 

 

The human beings speak between 6000 and 7000 languages. 

For example 

There are people who speak Aguaruna,  

There are people who speak Ashaninka 

And others the bella coola, 

Others the bourouchaski, 

The cumanagoto, the big q' anjobalan, the janjerro, the okanagan 

There are people speaking big stomach of the Montana 

Kamtchadale,karatchaï,balkar,  

Konkani, koumandine, loka, lolori – lobi 

People speak of lower shell 

And others the Luxemburger 

The kua-tsua, le lingala 

People cause it lotuko, lybico-berber 

M[ls’m lcp_l, g[e, h_t j_l]é, T]bc, nloeo, nlc, p[ff[^_l 

Lac-de-l'ours and skin of hare, 

There are people who speak skin of hare! 

Peki, pepel, Fulani, small-Russian 

Munduruku, fanangalo, heart of awl, colville, cross river 

There are people who speak stupidity 

The bisu, the wheat, the fing cut 

Guys who discuss in lock of hair, fon, it fanti, in Spanish 

People speak Maasai, munda, Creole, Romansh, Arabic and kartvélien 

Kyniarwanda, kyniangala 

Walloon, wolof, wu, wallisien 

Marquisien and kordofanien 

Pyu – pwo – psing – shamang – ourdou 

Thai, thai-tai, thai-yay, têtes-plates 

Votiak, squliq, tarok, rutul, 

Pounouique or pou-nou, guguu, kabana, toba batak 

Jahai, jaba, jaad, Gagaouze and French 

Himalayen–quechua–mandchou–oubick 

Oo\seb“ Ab. Oo\seb“ 

 

In 1992 died Tefvik Esenc, in the Turkish village of Haci Osman. He asked that we write on his 

grave: « Here lies Tefvik Esenc. He was the last person to speak the oubykh language ». A 

language of eighty consonants and three vowels.  

In 1974 died Ned Maddrell, the last man to speak manxois. In 1972 died Arthur Bennett, the last 

man to speak mbabaram. In 1987 died Laura Somersal, at the age of ninety four, last woman to 

speak the wappo. In which year will die the last man or the last woman speaking the Walloon 

language? 

 

There is also a language called micmac, an Amerindian language. Trees, in this language, change 

name according to the wind, the noise of the wind in tops, in autumn, approximately one hour after 

the sunset, because the wind, at the present time, always blows in the same direction. And we have 

birches.  
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Luc Baba 

Under construction text, which was proposed in creation during the next edition of the Festival 

« Les parlantes , Liège (Belgium) - March, 2014. 

The translation in English was made by Emmanuelle Garrot (PAC Liège – Belgium), in order to 

bring people closer to the sense of the original text. It has no literary value. We invite you to 

consult the original text in French on http://www.europoems.eu/belgian-poetry.html 

 

 

CONTEST « WHY WE LOVE POETRY » 
 
In Belgium, the instruction of the competition « Why we love poetry » was a little modified. Indeed, 

we chose to ask another question inspired by the text of the American poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti, 

« What is poetry? ».  

This text is published in a book « Piémc_, [ln ^_ f’chmoll_]ncih » (« Poetry, the art of uprising ») by 

iol j[lnh_l, L[ M[cmih ^_ f[ Piémc_ ^’Ag[s, [h^ ]ihmcmnm ch [ fcmn of poetical definitions of poetry.  

Photo 5 – Plchncha i` nb_ \iie [n nb_ jlchncha i``c]_ i` L[ M[cmih ^_ f[ Piémc_ ^’Ag[s ih nb_ 

occasion of the visit of the partners in the 2nd international meeting of Europoems –  Liège – 

Belgium - 7th and 8th March 2013 

 

For the contest, we suggested to continue the list of Lawrence Ferlinghetti. About 100 people 

participated between August and October 2013.  

On October, 7th 2013, a compound jury of :  

Ml D[pc^ Gc[hhihc, ^cl_]nil i` f[ M[cmih ^_ f[ Piémc_ ^’Ag[s ; 

Mme Simona Petitto, in charge of la Boutique-Librairie maelstrÖm (Bruxelles) ; 

M. François Laurent, poet ; 

M. Simon Raket, poète et coordinator of la Zone (Liège) ; 

M. Gaëtan Sortet, poet ; 

Elected Paolo Dagonnier as the prize-winner of the competition.  

Here is the text of M. Paolo Dagonnier :  

 

What is poetry ? 

 

Poetry is a free-fall in a sea of soft thunderstorms. 

Poetry is a tear of massive destruction in the eye of the titans. 

Poetry is a storm in a teacup which swallows of a line. 

Poetry it is to take itself for Icare and to leave a little its skin. 

Poetry is a middle finger raised eyes in eyes with Big Brother. 

Pi_nls cm nb_ `clmn mbion i` [ff qb[n [l_ [fcp_, nb_ mcah f[hao[a_ qbc]b ^i_mh’n h__^ [hs nl[hmf[nil. 

Poetry are winks of the heart in the country of the blind persons. 

Poetry hangs by a thread and is worth only if you are a member of it. 

Poetry it is the beat of the degeneration by fragments of nonsense. 

Poetry is a bluesman which has still something to say. 

Poetry is the blue note which evaporates in some volutes of dissidence. 

Poetry is a has-been ahead of his time. 

Poetry is what every drunk man tells by falling asleep. 

Poetry is the sweeper of the streets whom we borrow without being aware of it. 

Poetry is a stop in every station of every memory. 

Poetry it is to be the devil's advocate as a volunteer. 

Poetry is a brilliant touch in the noise of the deaf everyday life. 
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Poetry is a toss-up which finishes on a draw. 

Poetry is a gust of hot air in the frozen food department. 

Poetry it is to make tap-dancing with stilts. 

Poetry it is the mayfly which is worried sick. 

Poetry is the music played at the funeral of clichés. 

Poetry is Chet and Miles and Mingus that turn around of drunkenness in their graves. 

Poetry is that the old people tell in the local coffee shop. 

Poetry is a solo of sax in a bar crowded of blondes 

Poetry is the desire to want to want. 

Poetry is the flag white of every civil war. 

Poetry is every woman who loved. 

Poetry is a settling of scores with oneself 

Poetry is to swim to countercurrent of the river of its time. 

Poetry is Wall Street in flames and the Uncle Sam who dances all around. 

Poetry is to knock with the fist on some clay without that world collapses. 

Poetry is the shock wave of the word which scores. 

Poetry is Rome without its tourists and Liège on a holiday. 

Poetry is Chianti of the disillusioned and the coke of the angels. 

Poetry is not only to recite Verlaine in Latin, it also is to find some charm in a toothless, one-

legged and proud camel. 

Poetry is a lighting of lucidity in a crazy-furious labyrinth. 

Poetry it is to drink as a demigod during a thousandth of second. 

Poetry is the only currency that it stays when my pockets are flat broke. 

Poetry is a best-seller of momentary of souls. 

Poetry is the internal combustion engine of the imagination. 

Poetry is the lost-and-found office on the other side of the mirror. 

Poetry is men's croqueuse with eyes bigger than stomach. 

Poetry it is the feline step of a modern Cléopatre, perceived since the venetian blinds of an 

Andalusian alley. 

Poetry is a duel of salsa which presses its hips always more against yours. 

Poetry is a sun of mother-of-pearl making echo for auroras Borealis. 

Poetry, your name spells only in letters of fire in the middle of the Pacific. 

Poetry is to be breathless to have too much inhaled. 

The poetry is a holiday which is moving into swing without ever knowing when it finishes. 

The poetry becomes bare of sense when it is lying on paper. 

And 2000 years later, the poetry will always be better than a long speech. 

Poetry is all which was never, will be, is. 

The poetry is us. 

 

The translation in English was made by Emmanuelle Garrot (PAC Liège – Belgium), in order to 

bring people closer to the sense of the original text. It has no literary value. We invite you to 

consult the original text in French on http://europoems.wordpress.com/why-we-love-poetry/stories-

from-belgium/Photo 6 – Paolo Dagonnier reading bcm n_rn [n nb_ M[cmih ^’Eolij_ _n ^’Olc_hn ch 

the 5th international meeting of the partners of Europoems – Paris – France - November 4th and 

5th 2013.  
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ARIADNA- Asociata Femeilor Jurnaliste din 

Romania 
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http://www.asociatiaariadna.com/
http://www.asociatiaariadna.com/
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EXCERPTS FROM THE ARTISTIC DIARY OF THE 

EUROPOEMS PROGRAMME IN ROMANIA 

 
 

 

ROMANIAN CONTEMPORARY POETRY  

 
(Meeting in Belgium) 

Victoria Milescu, Romania 

 

 
 

 

Europoem 

 

La un pas de noi 

poemul se zvârcoleşte 

sfârtecat de bombe, otrăvit 

poemul horcăie, dar nu-l auzim 

noi nu ne ridicăm în picioare 

noi dormim 

trec nori grei, sulfuroşi 

noi dormim 

la umbra păsărilor de pradă 

soarele nostru a orbit 

râul se spală pe mâini cu leşuri 

cei bravi au căzut lângă noi 

în fluviul cu grătarele înfundate 

de visurile câtorva visători lucizi 

noi nu ne ridicăm în picioare 

noi dormim 

şi poemul doarme în noi… 

  

 

 

 

Europoem 

 

Close to us 

the poem is writhing 

it is torn by bombs, poisoned 

the poem is rattled but we don’t hear it 

we do not stand up 

we are sleeping 

there are heavy sulfur clouds above 

we are still sleeping 

under the shadow of birds of prey 

we don’t know why our sun is blind 

our old fields are  full of corpses 

our heroes fell down among the stars 

the river between our neighbor countries 

was bottomed  by the dreams 

of some awaked dreamers 

but we do not stand up 

we stay still asleep   

and the great poem is slept into us… 

  

(English version by Victoria Milescu) 
 

Victoria Milescu is a Romanian contemporary poetess,  B.A. in Philology, University of 

Bucharest, Romanian-English languages; postgraduate studies. She worked as a teacher, 
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journalist and editor. Her publishing début is in 1988, as a winner of a literary contest both 

in Prier and in Argonauţii.  

 

 Published books: Welcome December/Bun-venit, Decembrie (Romanian-English edition, 

translated by the poet, 1994); Şlefuitorul de lacrimi (The Polisher of Tears, 1995); Izbânda 

furată (The Stolen Victory, 1995); Inimă de iepure (Heart of Fear, 1998); Arleziana (2000); 

Zâmbet de tigru (Tiger’s Smile, 2001); Ecoul clipei (The Moment’s Echo, 2003); Flacăra 

nevăzută/Láthatatlan Láng (Romanian-Hungarian edition, 2007); Roua 

cuvântului/Szóharmat (Romanian-Hungarian edition, 2008); Conspiraţii celeste (Celestial 

Conspiracies, 2008); 101 Poeme (101 Poems, 2009); Bucuriile triste/ Gëzimet e trishtme 

(The Sad Joys, Romanian-Albanian edition, 2009); Dreptatea învingătorului (The Winner’s 

Right,  2010); Floarea vieţii (The Flower of Life, Romanian-Georgian edition, 2010); Vrabia 

albă (White Sparrow, CD,  author’ voice, 2010); Din Caucaz în Carpaţi. Zaira Samharadze 

în dialog cu Victoria Milescu (From Caucasus  to Carpathian Mountains. Zaira Samharadze 

and Victoria Milescu in Dialogue,  2011); Fenomenele fără cauză (Phenomena without 

Reason, 2011); Sub Steaua Câinelui (Under the Dog Star, 2012). She also is an author of  

children’s literature and has translated some books from English. She lives in Bucharest and 

is a member of Writers’ Union of Romania since 1995.    

 

 

DISSEMINATION IN ROMANIA 

A VICTORY CELEBRATION OF THE POEM : 

EUROPOEMS 

 
- European program Grundtvig at Liège, Belgium by Victoria Milescu 

 

(Summary essay signed by writer Victoria Milescu published inliterary Ardealul literar, no. 

1/2013, p. 1 (Mariana Pandaru, editorial, and  p.63-65 Victoria Milescu, essay),  Apollon, no. 

35/2013, p 17 and Pro Saeculum, mai 2013): 

 
  The second meeting of European program Grundtvig 'International poetic Alphabet, took 

place, between 6-10 March 2013, in Belgium, to Liège, ", with a large participation of poets and 

writers, literary critics, teachers, actors, students, trying, each of them, through recitation, song or 

speech, to give a new life to the texts written by a variety of spoken languages, in tone and styles. A 

complex manifestation, varied, as indicated from morning till evening in locations dedicated to 

unconventional spaces, adapted ad hoc or even outdoors. Promoting full freedom of expression, 

and intercultural dialog, knowing and understanding common values, respecting linguistic and 

cultural diversity, all of these actions have affected, as a final goal, a European education. On the 

basis of these promises have been conducted discussions, readings, press conferences, evaluations 

in which they have taken part. 

A special contribution in the smooth operation of this program has also had the Romanian 

delegation which had four writers: Dr. Georgeta Adam, chairperson of the journalist Association 

of women in Romania "Ariadna", literary critic and historian Dr. Ioan Adam, the invited poets 

Victoria Milescu and Mariana Pandaru, and Mr Robert Adam, the director of ICR Brussels.  

 

They have been presented issues related to the project, themes, objectives, logo, deadlines, 

responsibilities, dissemination, and few video or oral interpretations of classics or contemporary 

poets. Mr. Ioan Adam spoke about life and work our national poet Mihai Eminescu; Mrs. Georgeta 
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Adam presented the poet Ana Blandiana; dl. Serge Delaive, a writer, but also a teacher of the 

Association "Lire et Ecrire", shared how uses poetry to teach them French on emigrants. Another 

issue: poetry fever versus the contemporary society, existentialism and as well as about slam 

poetry, very popular with young people at the present European time. 

http://www.asociatiaariadna.com/userFiles/ARDEALUL%20LITERAR%201,2013.pdf  

http://www.asociatiaariadna.com/userFiles/Europoems_Victoria%20Milescu_Eseu%20mobilitate

%20Belgia.doc  

 

 

THE FIRST ROMANIAN POETESS : VERONICA MICLE 
 

(1850-1889) 

 

( Europoems: Meeting in Romania) 

 

 
 

VERONICA MICLE, ROMANIA 

 

 (22 April 1850, Năsăud – 3 August 1889, Văratec Monastery, Neamţ county), poetess.  

Mihai Eminescu:  “Her book is always new for me…What beautiful lyrics you can meet in 

this little book. Read them and you’ll see how right I am!”   

Augustin Z.N. Pop: “How long it will speak Romanian and hearts will vibrate in stanza and 

for glory of  our bright minstrel, Eminescu’s name will call for the legend of ages Veronica 

Micle’s remembering”. 

 

Veronica Micle – education 

 

The Primary School (now she changes her name from Ana to Veronica) and Central School 

for Girls in Iassy, which she attends in 1863. A year later she married Ştefan Micle, a 

professor at the University of Iassy. She had two daughters: Virginia, a poetess married Ed. 

Gruber, and Valeria, an opera singer, under the artistic pseudonym of Hilda. In 1872, in 

Vienna, she met Mihai Eminescu, whom she’d attached by an affectivity which would mark 

all her life painful. Ştefan Micle dies in 1879, leaving her in a difficult financial situation. In 

1887, she moves to Bucharest trying to support Eminescu emotionally. After the death of the 

poet, in 1889, she retires to the Văratic Monastery, where she makes an album titled Poetry 

and Love, in which transcribes her own lyrics or some of Eminescu’s poems which have been 

http://www.asociatiaariadna.com/userFiles/ARDEALUL%20LITERAR%201,2013.pdf
http://www.asociatiaariadna.com/userFiles/Europoems_Victoria%20Milescu_Eseu%20mobilitate%20Belgia.doc
http://www.asociatiaariadna.com/userFiles/Europoems_Victoria%20Milescu_Eseu%20mobilitate%20Belgia.doc
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/10/Veronica_Micle_-_Foto01.jpg
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dedicated to her, accompanied by comments. Veronica Micle dies in the same year and is 

buried in this monastic precinct.  

 

Veronica Micle in literature 

 

In literature, Veronica Micle debuted in Noul curier român (NCR)/ New Romanian Courier, 

in 1872, with two sketches in a romantic style, published under the pseudonym Corina. Her 

lyrics, influenced by Eminescu, were published in Columna lui Traian/ Traian’s Column, in 

1874, and in the next year in Convorbiri literare/ Literary Talks. She also contributed to 

Familia/ Family (since 1879), to Revista nouă/ The New Review and Revista literară/ 

Literary Review. 

Veronica Micle – works 

 

Rendez-vous, NCR, I, 1872; Plimbarea de mai în Iaşi/ Walking in May in Iassy, NCR, I, 

1872; Poezii/ Poems, Bucureşti, Halman, 1887; Poezii/ Poems, prof. I.S. Mugur, Iaşi, 1909; 

Dragoste şi poezie/ Poetry and Love, Bucureşti, Socec, f.a. prof Octav Minar. Translations 

from Lamartine and Th. Gautier, in Poems, Bucureşti, Halman.   

 

Lyrics by Veronica Micle 

 

Versuri de Veronica Micle                 
       

Frumoasa, sfânta poezie,  

Ce-ai fost unicu-mi Dumnezeu 

Pe dulcea ta zadarnicie 

Cât pret a pus sufletul meu. 

 

Cât îmi parea ca sunt de mare 

Ca idol eu mi te-am ales,  

Cu ce avânt si adorare 

Prinos adusu-ti-am ades. 

 

Adânca mea cucernicie 

De mitul tau când s-a legat,  

Pe dulcea ta zadarnicie,  

Sufletu-mi jertfa ti l-a dat. 

 

 (Convorbiri literare, 1886) 

 

BEAUTIFUL, SACRED POETRY 

 

Beautiful, sacred poetry, 

You were my only God 

On your sweet  frailty 

My soul put a big price 

 

How great I thought I was 

I’ve  chosen you my idol 

With such a fire and worship 

I brought my homage often.  
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And my profound devotion 

So tied of your myth 

To your sweet frailty 

My soul’s given as tribute. 

 

(Convorbiri literare/ Literary Talks, 1886) 

 

 

 

ROMANIAN RELIGIOUS POETRY 

  
LILIANA URSU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POETUL DE LA RĂSĂRIT 

 

el cară saci cu seminţe pentru porumbei 

şi saci cu cărţi pentru antologii de poezie 

şi plimbă o oglidă ca o lupă 

peste vieţile sfinţilor 

 

pe el nu-l caută nimeni 

de aşteptat îl aşteaptă mereu cîte ceva, cîte 

cineva 

un poem neterminat, o tălmăcire din 

greaca veche 

un roi de fluturi, 

nenumărate ceşti cu cafea 

şi mai ales porumbeii 

 

uneori îl sună un călugăr 

să-i spună ce păsăsri au mai sosit în insulă 

 

din pridvorul casei părinteşti 

el priveşte şi acum mersul stelelor 

şi al mamei 

 

de atîta cer i s-au albăstrit încălţările. 

 

T FROM THE EAST 

 

He carries sacks of seds to feed the doves 

and sacks of books for anthologies of 

poetry. 

He examines pages of the lives of saints 

reflected in a mirror. 

 

No-one visits 

He waits, as always, for something, 

someone 

an unfinished poem 

a cloud of butterflies 

countless cups of coffee 

and doves, above all. 

 

A monk calls once a year 

to say the birds have arrived on the isalnd 

 

http://www.formula-as.ro/magazine/attachments/925/2401_1279649056-large.jpg
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On the porch of his parenys’ house 

he watches the paths of the stars 

and his mother coming home 

 

So much heaven has turned his shoes blue. 

 

(Translated by Sean Cotter) 

 

 

An internationally acclaimed Romanian poet, Liliana Ursu was born in Sibiu, Romania. A 

graduate in English (MA) of the University of Bucharest, she was a lecturer in English at the 

University of Bucharest and then worked (1972–1981) with the Romanian Television as a 

script and producer of live programmes as well as documentaries. 

 

Since 1981 she has been a producer and presenter of weekly cultural programmes with the 

National Public Radio (“Poets of the XXth Century”, “Nobel Prize Winners”, “The 

Meridians of Poetry”). 

 

She was Fulbright lecturer at Penn State University twice (1992–1993,1997–1998) as well as 

visiting professor of creative writing at the University of Louisville (spring, 2000). She has 

travelled widely, reading poetry and participating in various international festivals. 

 

Ursu has published eight books of poetry in Romanian.  Her first book in English, The Sky 

Behind the Forest (Bloodaxe Books, 1997), translated by Ursu, Adam J. Sorkin, and Tess 

Gallagher, became a British Poetry Book Society Recommended Translation and was 

shortlisted for Oxford’s Weidenfeld Prize. Ursu’s poetry has also been translated by her with 

Bruce Weigl in Angel Riding a Beast (Northwestern, 1998).  She is the author of two 

collections of prose and seven books of translations, a selection of which includes: Life 

Above the City (1977); The Goldsmith's Market (1980); Corals (1987); Half of My Way 

(1986); The Dream (1996); Lift Up Your Hearts (2002); translations from Martin Booth, 

Diane Wakoski, Anton van Wilderode. 

 

Her most recent volumes are Lift Up Your Hearts (Bucharest, 2002), and The Book of 

Lighthouses (Constanţa, 2003, with English versions by Ursu and Weigl).  A translation by 

Sean Cotter, The Goldsmith Market, recently appeared in the U.S., a dual-language edition 

from Zephyr Press (Brookline). 

 

She has collected poetry books translated in English, German, Serbian, Turkish.   

Her literary work won her four Prizes for Poetry (1976, 1980, 1987, 2002) while in 1998 she 

got The Radio Award for Best Cultural Programme. In 2006 she was awarded The  Writers’ 

Association Prize for Poetry. 

 

In fall 2003, Ursu was Poet-in-Residence at the Stadler Center for Poetry, Bucknell 

University. 

 

She is a full member of the Writers' Union of Romania. 
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“WHY WE LOVE POETRY” 
 

First prize for Ana Parteni, Iasi, Romania 

 

 
 

I love sun, moon, sea, mountain, birds, flowers, people, animals, life, ocean, woods.   

I love beauty and ugliness, parts of daily life. And the many I love without trying to find out 

“why”? 

I love words uttered from soul, books with sincere words. I love poetry as existence 

part without which I could not resist life whirl. 

Gustavo Flaubert…once said:”Any sane man can resist two days without food –but 

not without poetry” and this for poetry is part of us, of everything mankind means in its 

totality. You cannot ignore poetry, and it is  not possible  not to love it  as long as you find 

yourself in it. It helps you to go on. IT encourages you to love, to live. IT “adds life to life”.  

(Nichita Stanescu). Nothing of what is not true can be truly poetic.  From desire to persuade 

how important poetry is, maybe I exaggerate? Certainly is that poetry speaks from soul, 

“human being core or essence” as Aristotle put it. That is why, perhaps, they do say it is not 

libraries poetry history must be searched for, but in soul archives. 

 Baha’i creed affirms that “soul is God’s sign, a celestial precious stone whose reality 

could not be comprehended even by the best scholars, and whose mystery can discover by 

any mind irrespective how sharp it is”. Thus, poetry becomes, too, a God’s sign!  And how 

can you not love God? 

 Present Catholic Church catechism defines soul as “human beings’ inmost aspect, 

the one of the highest value for them, and that through which they are especially in God 

image: soul symbolizes spiritual principles in human beings” and poetry, this beautiful life 

adventure is mankind’s most important spiritual principle. 

Orthodox Christians believe that after death, soul is individually judged by God and 

sent afterwards either to Abraham’s bosom (temporary Paradise) or to Hades (temporary 

ordeal) and all this according to life’s poems! 

Some Christians consider soul as man’s immortal essence, precinct or place of human 

will, comprehension and personality. Poetry becomes, too, according with this theory, 

immortal! 

However, have we really to have theories on poetry theme in order to prove why we 

love poetry? We should not forget that discussions on poetry have a long history, Aristotle 
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being the first philosopher to attempt to define   poetry in his treatise Poetica. Didn’t we 

really get tired searching for explanations? 

Basically, poetry is a king of a game in which we all re-find ourselves, from small to 

big, young or old, wealthy or poor. Let us be ourselves for a few seconds, and forget life’s 

follies!  Open eyes, leaving us carried by lines to poetry magic world. Do you hear? 

“Descend to ground, Oh, you kind morning star /Gliding on a beam/ Get into house and in 

my mind and laminate my life!” (Eminescu “The Morning Star”) 

 

BELGIAN POETRY IN ROMANIAN 

 
Luc Baba, Belgium 

Tu vorbeşti 

 

Oamenii vorbesc între 6.000 şi 7.000 de limbi. 

De exemplu 

Sunt oameni care vorbesc aguaruna, 

Sunt oameni care vorbesc ashaninka 

Şi alţii bella coala, 

Alţii buruşaski, 

Cumanagoto, marele q’anjobalan, janjerro, okanagan 

Sunt oameni care vorbesc ventriloga din Montana 

Kamciadala, karaciai-balkara,  

Konkani, kumandiva, loka, lolori-lobi 

Unii vorbesc lower-coquilla 

Şi alţii luxemburgheza 

Kua-ţua, lingala 

Oamenii vorbesc în lotuko, lybico-berberă 

Mary’s river, mak, nas găurit, Tci, truku, tri, valader 

Lacul ursului şi piele de iepure, 

Sunt oameni care vorbesc piele de iepure! 

peki, pepel, peul, ucraineana,  

Munduruku, fanangalo, priboi, colville, cross river 

Sunt oameni care vorbesc betise 

bisu, blé, bobo fing 

Sunt tipi care discută în frizonă, în fon, în fanti, în spaniolă 

Oameni care vorbesc  maasai, munda, creola, romanşa, araba şi kartveliana 

Kyniarwanda, kyniangala, 

Valona, wolofa, walisiana 

Marchiziana şi kordofaniana 

Pyu – pwo – psing – şamang – urdu  

Thai, thai-tai, thai-yay, capete turtite 

Votiaka, squliqa, taroka, rutula,  

Punuica sau pu-nu, guguu, kabana, toba batak 

Jahai, jaba, jaad, găgăuza şi franceza  

Himalaiana – checiua, manciu –– ubikh 

Ubikh… Ah. Ubikh… 

 

 În 1992 murea Tefvik Esenc, în satul turcesc Haci Osman. A cerut să i se scrie pe 
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mormânt: „Aici zace Tefvik Esenc. Era ultima persoană care vorbea limba  ubikh.” O limbă 

cu 80 de consoane şi 3 vocale. 

 În 74 murea Ned Maddrell, ultimul om care vorbea manxois.  În 72 murea Arthur 

Bennett, ultimul om care vorbea mbabaram. În 87 murea Laura Somersal, la 94 de ani, 

ultima femeie care vorbea  wappo. În ce an va muri ultimul bărbat sau ultima femeie vorbitor 

de valonă? 

 Există de asemenea o limbă numită  micmac,  o limbă amerindiană. În această limbă 

arborii îşi schimbă numele după vânt, şuieratul vântului pe culmi, toamna, o oră după 

asfinţitul soarelui, căci vântul, la această oră, suflă întotdeauna în aceeaşi direcţie. Iar noi 

avem mestecenii. 

(Traducerea în română:  Ioan Adam) 

 

 

TEACHING APPROACHES BY USING 

POETRY AS A TOOL 

 
 

Europoems’ Meeting in Padova, Italy,  

Prof. Ioana-Daniela MACOVEI 

Prof. Agripina GRIGORE 

 

Using poems in teaching foreign languages 

 

Language is a means of communication which helps people interact and establish 

relationships. It is a complex activity that involves more than words put into structures, 

because it is focused on the meaning of the message and on the best ways of conveying it to a 

particular audience. A meaning is best conveyed when it has the appropriate word stress and 

intonation, which emphasize the speaker’s inner feelings and purpose. If an idea is backed by 

rhythm and rhyme, as it is in the case of poetry, a special linguistic atmosphere is created, a 

musicality that adds to the lexical and structural meaning of the utterances. 

 

And here comes the role of poetry in teaching/learning a foreign language. It both 

instructs the mind and educates the soul of the learner. Could anyone imagine a baby 

learning his/her mother tongue in the absence of rhymes and songs? The vibration of the 

sounds, either uttered or sung, resonate with the frequencies of the child’s own brain waves 

facilitating memorization and emotional excitement. At an early age poetry and music are the 

best stimuli for the development of the child’s creativity. The child’s exposure to poetry 

continues in the primary school, mostly in the passive form of recitation, both in class and at 

the school festivals.  But it falls into oblivion in the lower secondary school when memorizing 

and reciting poems is considered commonplace. Both children and parents and teachers lose 

their interest in this sort of activity…. 

http://www.europoems.eu/poetry-as-a-tool.html  

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.europoems.eu/poetry-as-a-tool.html
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GUESTS IN ROMANIA 

 

 
EUROPOEMS :  Camille Aubaude, France 

 

 
 

 

 

A Sinaïa 

 

Beauté du don et du lieu : la Poésie ! 

Sinaïa où bruissent les truites, les abeilles, 

les coccinelles, les papillons blancs, instant  

où l’œil des biches empli de silence  

 Croise les ours et les sangliers descendus 

des sommets ! Ils aboient, les chiens aux attelages 

qui ne passent plus sur la route emplie d’ombre. 

Beauté du don et d’un lieu : Sinaïa ! 

 Chut ! mêles-toi aux maisons vêtues de plantes 

avant que les diables ne coupent la forêt  

de pins et volent le château, le monastère. 

 D’ici peu, Sinaïa se videra du chant  

incantatoire des poètes : ils vendent  

les terres aux rivières déjà viciées... 

              (Bucarest, Cismigiu, 18 juin 2013) 
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Connexion Roumanie 
 

France 
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EXCERPTS FROM THE ARTISTIC DAIRY OF THE 

EUROPOEMS PROGRAMME IN FRANCE 
 

 
French-Romanian contemporary poet Ilie Constantin  

 

 
 

Born in Bucharest, Romania, in 1939, he studied Italian literature.  

 

In 1974, he chose the exile and settled in Paris where he managed to pursue his literary activity, in 

mjcn_ i` g[n_lc[f ^c``c]ofnc_m. H_ ]ihnlc\on_^ ni C[bc_lm ^_ f’Emn  _n mn[ln_^ ni write in French: 

L’Acff_olm  (Scf_r E^cncihm, 1983),  Rcp[a_ [hnélc_ol  (L_ M_lc^c_h,1986)  [h^  L_  L_nnlé  \[l\[l_  

(Saint-Germain des Prés, 1994). 

   

His main themes are the other and the beyond, particularly developped in  La Chute vers le zénith  

(Gallimard, 1989), the rewriting of a Romanian tale of travel as rhyte of passage.  

 

Ilie Constantin translated into French texts by major post-WWII Romanian poetsa (Răscruce / 

C[ll_`iol, [hnbifias, E^cncihm ^o C_hnl_ N[ncih[f ^’Eno^_m Mcb[c Egch_m]o, Ijin_mnc – 3 volumes, 

about 1000 pages). 

       

H_ q[m [q[l^_^ nb_ Rig[hc[h Wlcn_lm’ Uhcih Pi_nls Aq[l^ ch 1970 `il bcm \iie Cifch_ ]o 

demoni (Hills with demons, Eminescu publishing), the Grand prix du livre jeunesse de la Société 

des gens de lettres de France, in 1989, for  La chute vers le zénith  (Gallimard) and the National 

Poetry Award  « Mihai Eminescu » for 2002.   

 

Poems in French and Romanian by Ilie Constantin, from   Limba imperiului / La langue de 

f’_gjcl_ (ji_gm m_f_]n_^ `lig pifog_m jo\fcmb_^ ch Rig[hian: Clepsidra (The Hourglass), 1966; 

Bunavestire (The Annunciation), 1968 ; Coline cu demoni (Hills with demons), 1970 ;  Celălalt 

(The Other), 1972.  
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Din infinit,  poate 

 

Din infinit,  poate de sus, 

o mână  mă crea 

şi mă  greşea, 

sau mă-ntocmea în multe 

chipuri. 

Eu începeam să fiu, deşi 

nici înainte 

nu cred că  eram  lipsă. 

 

Ce suferinţă, vai, să fii 

alcătuit ! 

Şi toată starea mea era 

durere, 

şi  mâna mă crea de 

undeva, poate de sus, 

iar eu urlam necontenit, 

din spaima şi durerea 

magmei mele : 

"NU, nu face asta !" 

 

                        De l'infini, peut-être 

 

De l'infini, d'en haut peut-

être, une main me créait 

et me ratait, ou bien me 

concevait sans patience. 

Je commençais à exister, 

sans pour autant 

avoir été absent 

auparavant... 

 

Souffrance que d'être pétri, 

repétri ! 

Douleur j'étais, partout. 

Venue du haut peut-être, la 

main me créait. 

Et des entrailles de mon 

magma torturé, 

j'ai hurlé : "NON, ne fais 

pas ça !" 

 

 

THE FIRST FRENCH POETESS 
 

MARIE DE FRANCE - CHEVREFOIL 

By Robert Adam, Connexion Roumanie - France 

 

Anglo-Norman French. Not much is known about her life, but she was probably born in 

France and lived in England at the end of the 12th century, where she was known at the 

royal court of King Henry II. Marie de France was the first poetess who wrote in French, 

more specifically a form of 

Her main work are the Lais of Marie de France, but  she also translated Aesop's Fables 

from Middle English into French and wrote Espurgatoire seint Partiz, the Legend of the 

Purgatory of St. Patrick.  

Her real name is unknown, but one of her lais reads "Marie ai num, si sui de France," 

("My name is Marie, and I am from France.") Several suggestions as to her identity were 

made, including that she be Marie, Abbess of Shaftesbury and half-sister to king Henry II. 

The Lais of Marie de France are a collection of twelve narrative poems. They were 

written somewhere between about 1160 and 1215 and were widely appreciated at that 

time. The lais frequently describe courtly love entangled in love triangles and their setting 

is the Celtic world. 

Only five m[hom]lcjnm i` M[lc_’m f[cm _h^ol_^, [h^ nb_ ihfs ih_ ni ch]fo^_ nb_ a_h_l[f 

prologue and all twelve lais is British Library MS Harley 978.  

Am M[lc_ ^_ Fl[h]_’m f[cm n_ff mnilc_m i` [^ofn_liom fip_ [h^ cgjfc_^ nb_ m_ro[f `l__^ig i` 

women, they confronted the Church vision of marital love. 

For instance, Chevrefoil recounts the legend of Tristan. 
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CHEVREFOIL  

 

It's my pleasure and I want truly 

For the lai men call Chevrefoil 

(Honeysuckle), the truth to tell: 

Why it was made, how it all befell. 

More than one has told me or spoken, 

And I've found it also written 

About the Queen and Sir Tristram, 

Their love so true, so pure, from 

Which their sorrows multiplied-- 

Then, in a single day, both died. 

King Mark was angry and then some-- 

Angry at his nephew Tristram; 

He banished him beyond his border, 

Because of the Queen, for he loved her. 

He goes home to whence he hails-- 

He was born in South Wales. 

H_ fcp_m nb_l_ `il ih_ qbif_ s_[l“ 

 

 

WHY DO WE LOVE POETRY? 
 

FIRST PRIZE FOR IVONNE PASCAL, FRANCE 

 

 

 

 
 
Poetry is a path to escape from the most superficial obligations and social rituals. It belongs to us 

in an intimate way, it gives us a feeling of creative freedom, it allows us to slow down, it pushes us 

to look inside ourselves. 

We wonder today who frequents poetry, who reads poetry in his spare time. In 2013, in a post-

industrial society like ours, where the power of techno- science and finance is dominant, does it 

still make sense to celebrate poetry, relish verses, learn them by heart ? 
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Some people think poetry is already dead and has been replaced by music, because allegedly no 

one reads poetry today, while everyone listens to music. I think these two arts are not apart from 

each other. Music and poetry are intimately connected and the poem itself has its own musicality. 

Of course, today seems to have come true what Leopardi prophesied two centuries ago about 

poetry in his Zibaldone. The acculturation of the masses would create a commercial literature and 

poetry for all would become more and more reading for the few. 

But is it really true that Poetry, the major one, has become the domaine réservé of the happy few?  

By chance, would the works of Shakespeare have lost their ability to speak to the man of today, 

after four hundred years ? On the contrary, it is surprising that his plays are among the most 

represented on the theatre stage. They are unceasingly reinterpreted, sometimes adapted for the 

screen, for the better or for the worse. Great poetry is immortal. If one really wants to celebrate 

poetry, one must attend it, read it , make it his or her own, bring it back to life, learn the verses by 

heart , discover that great poets are not distant figures of the past but close friends and 

contemporaries as they know how to express what we feel and experience, our own anxieties and 

aspirations , the fervor and the dread of life, the horror and the quest of the absolute. 

Words are the major tools we have for communication. Using words with great skill stand out as 

one of the highest human achievements.  Like the painter with his brush, and the sculptor with clay, 

we give shape to our thoughts and feelings through poetry.  

The word is endowed with incredible power, it has the ability to recall images, facts, emotions. The 

word represents itself a story, the evocation of an adventure, a human story which hides in itself the 

affirmation of meaning and sense. 

The poetic act has to do with the use of the word. The poetic genius uses a word instead of another, 

and takes the reader or listener to discover the truth and history that is hidden under that term. The 

poem becomes a discovery, requires a cognitive process in search of the hidden truth that it 

ultimately reveals. 

As a refined form of human genius, poetry cannot pass into extinction. Poetry is the testimony of a 

man's journey to awareness of his own role in history. 

 

 

 

FRENCH RELIGIOUS POETRY 

 
By Robert Adam, Connexion Roumanie, France 

 

Religion and poetry have been closely connected in French literature since its early age, more than 

900 years ago. This presentation will follow the presence of the religious theme in French poetry 

along a chronological line, but also in connection with the major stages and movements of French 

literary history. 

1. The early age of French poetry: chansons de geste 

As poetry was the first literary form in French tradition, while prose developed some centuries 

later, the earliest epics of the medieval period were written in verses. The chansons de geste, 

written in ancient French and sung between 1050 and 1150, celebrated the heroic accomplishment 

of legendary figures, as in the widely known Song of Roland. These heroes, kings or knights, 

combat in the name of faith the foes of Christendom, the Saracens in particular. The sagas were 

composed by troubadurs or the trovères.  

The medieval French lyric poetry had a more problematic relationship to religion and church, as 

cnm ]_f_\l[ncih i` ‚]iolnfs fip_‛ i`n_h chpifp_^ nb_ nl[hmal_mmcih i` nb_ g[lcn[f m[]l[g_hn. N_q 

poetic tendencies, involving the use of fixed poetic forms, such as motets, lais, rondeaux and other 
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secular forms appear in the late 13th century and they are dubbed ars nova (Philippe de Vitry 

coined the term). Criticism of the church is widespread, as a token of the newly found freedom of 

poetry. 

2. 15th century and Renaissance: the religious wars in poetry 

The fixed forms become the norm and the quest of formal perfection dominates the 15th century 

and the early 16th century. The direct expression of human feelings is more and more encoded. 

Cb[lf_m, ^o] ^’Olfé[hm (1394–1465), Christine de Pisan (1364–1430) whose Cité des Dames is 

considered a feminist text, and François Villon (1431-1465) do not make much room for religious 

aspirations in their works. 

The French Renaissance, illustrated by the group called La Pléiade of which the most prominent 

members were Joachim Du Bellay (1522-1560), Pierre de Ronsard (1524-1586) and Jean Antoine 

de Baïf brought the return into favor of Greek and Roman models. The faith wars in the second half 

of the 16th century were a fertile land for religious poetry. Ronsard, a Catholic partisan, wrote les 

Hymnes, Discours sur les misères de ce temps and the unfinished La Franciade. Also a Catholic, 

Pontus de Tyard regarded poetry as an act inspired by God. The Protestant Théodore Agrippa 

^’Ao\cahé (1552-1630) ^_jc]n_^ nb_ billilm i` q[l ch L_m Tl[acko_m“ 

(http://www.europoems.eu/france4.html ) 

 
Dissemination in France. Meeting in France: poetry in the city 

 

The seven international Europoems partners met in Paris, on 4 and 5 November 2013 at 

FIAP J_[h Mihh_n [h^ M[cmih ^’Eolij_ _n ^’Olc_hn. Tb_ `clmn ^[s q[m ^_^c][n_^ ni nb_ 

winners of the competition Why do we love poetry? and to presentations of religious 

poetry in each country. 

Ethnolinguist Nicolas Trifon gave a historical presentation of French language and the 

relationship between its evolution and poetry, as compared to prose. Visual artist Cristina 

Passima presented her graphic work Une poésie. Poet and actress Marianne Auricoste 

spoke about the role of poetry in adult education. 

The Romanian partner brought four poets who read their works, while Lidia Elron 

introduced the audience to the Interconnectivity between Poetry and Painting in Painter 

Baruch Ellih’m Aln. 

Six European poets were the guests of the M[cmih ^’Eolij_ _n ^’Olc_hn (MEO) in Paris, 

on Monday, November 4, at 7.30 PM. Adi Cristi, Lucia Negoita, Liliana Ursu, Radu 

Vancu (Roumanie), Niall Yates (Belgium) and Camille Aubaude (France) discussed the 

place of poetry in the city, its audiences and its relationship with the other arts.  

Friday 5 November, after an exchange of good practices with MEO, a role model in Paris 

for promoting cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue, Nicole Berthelot outlined a 

brief history of French poetry, followed by a lecture on the influence of French poetry on 

Romanian poetry by Ioan Adam, PhD. Evaluation of the project work and planning of 

future meetings concluded the morning session, while in the afternoon the participants 

went in a poetical tour of Paris, walking in the footsteps of major poets, from Villon to 

Rimbaud and Verlaine, from Dante to Adam Mickiewicz and Mihai Eminescu. 

 

Good dissemination was accomplished by Connexion Roumanie and Ariadna concerning the poetry 

evening and the mobility in Paris. The press release issued for the poetry readings and debate by 

Connexion Roumanie was published by the portal Courrier des Balkans, the website of Maison 

^’Eolij_ _n ^’Olc_hn q[m jo\fcmb_^ \s nb_ chn_lh[ncih[f fcn_l[ls l_m_[l]b jiln[f Fabula. 

Connexion Roumanie and Ariadna also recorded and edited a CD and a DVD with a photo gallery 

and films with highlights from the meeting in order to boost the dissemination of the meeting. These 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fran%C3%A7ois_Villon
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/1524
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/1586
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_Franciade
http://www.europoems.eu/france4.html
http://www.sildav.org/
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will also be shared on Facebook and Youtube and sent to the German partner for uploading onto 

the programme website. 

The impact of the meeting in Paris is already visible online, but also in the national 

communities of each partner, thus contributing to the added value of the programme results, to 

interculturalism, diversity and tolerance. 

Links to translations of French poems into other European languages: 

http://www.europoems.eu/french-poetry-in-italian.html 

http://www.europoems.eu/french-poetry-in-german.html 

http://www.europoems.eu/french-poetry-in-romanian.html 

http://www.europoems.eu/french-poetry-in-lithuanian.html 

http://www.europoems.eu/french-poetry-in-turkish.html 

The release about the poetical evening was also published by the portal Courrier des Balkans: 

http://balkans.courriers.info/article23513.html 

 

 

 

FRENCH CONTEMPORARY POETRY 

 
 
   Camille AUBAUDE was born 13 October 1959 in Paris. She studied 

and teached at the University PARIS III, Sorbonne. In 1992, she 

graduating Docteur es Lettres in french literature, myth of Isis, Gérard 

de Nerval and travels in Egypt, at the University of PARIS VII under the 

direction of Professor Julia Kristeva. Her research created a « nouveau 

mythe littéraire », wrote professor Claude Pichois, specialist of Gérard 

de Nerval. Early in her literary career, Camille AUBAUDE tried her 

hand at poetic writing. She wrote Lacunaire in 1981, while teaching in South Algeria, and she 

started the seven books of Isis (1995) and the poems of Anankê ou la Fatalité (2000), in 1986, while 

teaching at the French Cultural Center, at the French hight School of Cairo, in Egypt, and geting a 

mission of research from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Camille AUBAUDE published an impiln[hn _mm[s ih qig_h’m qlcn_lm, Lcl_ f_m F_gg_m ^_ L_nnl_m 

(1993), an interwiew of the french writer Marguerite Duras and her thesis in two volumes (1997), 

during teaching in Chicago (French hight School) and Jordan (Yarmouk University). She took the 

narrative in the mid-nineties, writing La Maison des Pages in 1995 (« Préface » by the french poet 

Cf[o^_ Vcaé_), `iffiq_^ [ `_q s_[lm f[n_l \s Ipl_mm_m ^’Easjn_(2003). In q[m hin ohncf b_l nbcl^ [h^ 

major book, La Sphynge (2009) that Camille AUBAUDE established her position among notable 

contemporary writers, as « une impressionnante aventure intellectuelle et personnelle », wrote 

Julia Kristeva. Her « ballades » and « rondeaux » [l_ jo\fcmb_^ ch L’H_ol_ ^_ nl[hmj[l_h]_ 

(2006) [h^ Pièg_m ^’Ag\icm_ (2007). Tb_me poems « mihn ^’oh_ j_l`_]ncih d[g[cm [nn_chn_ », 

wrote Lou Bruder. 

Beside creative writing and erudition, Camille AUBAUDE is a woman of wide reading and 

considerable insight into contemporary poetry which permeate her activities as critic, teacher and 

publisher of contemporary poets in her collection of poetry « La maison des pages » (Publibook 

éd.). Her criticism include « Préface » (to the medieval french poet Christine de Pizan), studies 

about women littérature, translations, colloquium about Gérard de Nerval, conferencies and 

readings during poetry festivals, in Paris (Sorbonne, « Maison de la Poésie »...), Tibériade (Israël), 

Mexico, Santo Domingo, Saint Martin, Chicago (USA), Damas (Syria), Irbid (Jordan), Cairo 

(Egypt)... Not surprisingly, Camille AUBAUDE has been the recipient of scholarly fellowships, is 

http://balkans.courriers.info/article23513.html
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President of a Poetical Academy at the Sénat (A.L.F.O.M.) and has been invited at several radio 

and TV shows. 

 

VISUAL ARTS AND POETRY 
 
By Cristina Passima Trifon, Connexion Roumanie, France: 

 

Poetry is abstract by definition; it works by way of abstractions, codes and signs. Artists who work 

and express themselves in the domain of the abstract, whatever their particular field might be, 

touch to poetry, one might say they make poetry. They make poetry starting from poetry. They take 

key elements from the poem, be they forceful, rough or sharp, they reinterpret, deconstruct  and 

recompose them so that ultimately, following imaginary laws of the abstract, a totally new work 

emerge, distinct from its poetical starting point and capable of standing on its own as an 

autonomous piece of art. I do say it as an artist who often initiated a visual quest   starting from a 

poem. This is no easy matter, though it might seem like it. In order to better illustrate my point, I 

shall proceed with describing some of the « ingredients » which I pick from the text of a poem to 

introduce them into my artistic recipe. I will seek now to explain how I read places, sky, water, 

light, clouds and there would be others, but I'd rather stop here. 

 

               
 

Original Poster for Europoems by Cristina Passima, France: 

‚Uh_ jiémc_‛ 

 

The place rather than the country wherefrom each and every one of us comes is what me for one I 

try to imagine when you tell me where you hail from. This is what presides to the relationship 

between the two of us. England, for me, is borderless, not necessarily because of its being an 
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island, but because in my imaginations it accounts for a far larger space than its actual land limits, 

much more mysterious, with an unchained nature, the green is very sharp, the sky is dim, and the 

light falls aslant. I do not deem it to be accurate, but this is my image of England.  
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SLAM POETRY IN GERMANY 
 

Wb_h [ ji_nls mf[g cm mn[a_^ [n ‚So\mn[ht‛, [ ]fo\ ch Mohc]b, boh^l_^m i` sioha j_ijf_ ]ig_ ni 

listen. Such events are not exclusive to big cities, however – in small towns too, countless writers 

get together to pit their texts against one another in the hope of victory. So what exactly is a poetry 

slam, where does it come from – and why is it so successful in Germany? 

 

The poetry slam is a relatively new format that brings literature first to the stage rather than onto 

the pages of a book: poems are presented to the audience one after another by their (mostly young) 

authors – the order is determined by a draw, and a strict time limit is set for each reading. A jury 

or the audience then chooses a winner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Slamming from Aachen to Zwickau 

 

The format emerged in the 1980s in Chicago as an offshoot of open mic nights; in the early 1990s, 

the trend also caught on in Germany when artists, journalists and writers brought the idea over 

from America. 

Soon the first slams were launched in the big cities – in Munich, Hamburg and Berlin. The Munich 

poetry slam, which is held on a regular basis at the Substanz club, has been in existence for more 

than 15 years, and with average audiences of 400 is one of the biggest slams around. 

 

 

The format is so successful that many smaller towns also regularly play host to poetry slams these 

days: more than 500 German event organizers are registered on the central myslam.net platform, 

`lig nb_ ‚m[nth[]bpilh‛ mf[g ch A[]b_h ni nb_ ‚Bl[h^mänt_‛ mf[g ch Zqc]e[o. Ih [^^cncih, [ 

national slam is held once a year. Regional contests take place, the winners of which then battle it 

out in the German final – a style of competition otherwise found only in the world of sport. This 

‚]b[gjcihmbcj‛ m_ffm ion q__em ch [^p[h]_. 

 

 
Permeable boundaries – both downwards and 

upwards 

 

Poetry slams can be defined only by their external 

characteristics – typical elements being verbal 

delivery coupled with a performance and competitive 

character. The types of texts that are performed at 
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poetry slams could not be more varied: alongside poems that function primarily via rhythm and 

rhyme, prose in miniature also features. 

 

Not even music is off-limits, and the boundaries – whether to rap and hip hop or to cabaret – are 

permeable: these days, poetry slammers Marc-Uwe Kling and Sebastian Krämer have also made a 

name for themselves as musicians and cabaret artists. Anything goes, so long as it finds favour with 

the audience. 

 

‚T_rnm j_l`ilg_^ [n mf[gm n_h^ ni \_ a_[l_^ p_ls go]b ni a_h_l[ncha f[oabn_l [h^ [jjf[om_. Ti 

put it simply, they need to tell ten jokes in five minutes. They have very clear mechanisms by which 

nb_s `oh]ncih,‛ cm biq Fchh-Ole Heinrich describes the principles. At the same time, he admits: 

‚T_rnm [l_ fio^. No[h]_m, _g\_ffcmbg_hnm [h^ koc_n_l m_]ncihm a_n fimn ch nb_ a_h_l[f bo\\o\, il 

[l_ ^c``c]ofn ni a_n []limm.‛ P_lb[jm \_][use this is exactly what their literature intends, some 

authors go beyond the poetry slam scene in their writing and sooner or later leave it behind them in 

search of success in the established literary world, as in the case of Michael Lentz, Tanja Dückers 

and Judith Hermann. And indeed like Finn-Of_ H_chlc]b, qbi qih nb_ 2012 G_lg[h Cbcf^l_h’m 

Literature Award. 

 

 
Verbal delivery and performance character 

 

It is here that the upwards permeability of the boundaries is most clearly evident – when authors 

devote increasing attention to the performance of their texts. Nora Gomringer believes it is 

cgjiln[hn ‚a_h_l[ffs ni jlij[a[n_ nb_ p_l\[f h[nol_ i` nb_ qlcnn_n word and to fight to ensure that 

nb_ j_l`ilg[h]_ i` [ n_rn cm n[e_h [n f_[mn [m m_lciomfs [m cnm ]l_[ncih.‛ Fchh-Ole Heinrich also 

]ih`clgm nb[n jl_j[lcha bcm ^_fcp_ls cm [h cgjiln[hn _f_g_hn i` bcm [ln: ‚Sig_ncg_m cn cm [ aii^ 

idea to work with film snippets, sounds, music, dancers or actors. I am fundamentally open to other 

art forms, because they interest and inspire me, and because they often give rise to new and 

unexpected things. And because one can shake up reading formats and audience expectations. I 

n[e_ gs [o^c_h]_m m_lciomfs, [h^ _rj_]n kocn_ [ \cn `lig nb_g.‛ 

 

This is precisely what former slammers bring to the established world of literature. Nora 

Giglcha_l [al__m: ‚A fcp_ j_l`ilg[h]_ i``_lm \inb mj_[e_l [h^ n_rn nb_ ijjilnohcns ni jon 

themselves to the test and act as a mouthpiece. Ao^c_h]_m’ judges, laugh, yawn, leave or stay on the 

\[ff. I n[e_ nb_ [o^c_h]_ m_lciomfs.‛ Tb_ ^_mcl_ ni \l_[e `l__ `lig ]ihp_hncih[f l_[^cha `ilg[nm 

and perceptions of literature and instead to edge closer to theatre and performance is a 

phenomenon that is also currently reflected in the search for new formats at literature festivals like 

the Prosa Nova in Hildesheim.  

 
Literature event – or original literature? 

 

But why is the poetry slam experiencing such a boom in Germany – why is it so successful? There 

have been many attempts to explain why this should be the case. For example, because it is a 

platform upon which young authors can present their own texts to the public, providing access, in 

other words, to the literary world: a place – even before the days of the Internet – where anyone 

can get up and present or perform their writing. 

 

Ahinb_l j[ln i` nb_ mf[g’m [jj_[f fc_m ch nb_ ]fim_ chn_l[]ncih \_nq__h [o^c_h]_ [h^ [lncmn. B_][om_ 

the poetry slam is a format nb[n b[m acp_h fcn_l[nol_ \[]e [ mg[ff j[ln i` cnm ilcach[f l[cmih ^’ênl_ – 
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its verbal nature, its direct interaction with the audience, its proximity to music and to public 

performance. Because the poetry slam is a format that is fun, turning literature into an event a bit 

like a rock concert or a football tournament. In this sense, the poetry slam is therefore a format 

which puts the excitement back into literature. 

 

 

 

TEACHING APPROCHES BY USING POETRY AS A TOOL 
 

Children's songs and poems for learning languages 

 

 

Children love word games and rhymes. About language they come into contact with the world of 

adults and their cognitive development is supported. Last but not least its fun to use language in a 

playful way: When we hear babies as they communicate by making baby noises, we feel some of the 

fun they have doing so as well. 

 

Although adults learn differently from children quotes, proverbs and sayings are very suitable as a 

learning aid! To decode a number of quotations or common poems can be enjoyable. If you listen 

to them being spoken by a native speaker, you can ensure that all steps of the Birkenbihl method 

(V_l[ F_fc]cns Bcle_h\cbf (* 1946 † 2011) ai nblioab. A e_s _f_g_hn i` nbcm g_nbi^ cm nb[n nb_ 

brains can memories and recall aural elements and sounds of the heard and spoken content much 

easier 

 

Later the brain can reproduces all learned tone and sonorous pattern, even before the exact 

meaning of the words placed at the center of observation. Consequently, poems offer easy access to 

new languages by giving rhythm and sound painting. A proof for this thesis is the plethora of key 

sentences, mnemonics and reminders which are used in rhyme. 

 

Of course, poems must be chosen carefully and adapted to the level of the apprentice. Too childish 

poems often seem untrustworthy and meet with rejection. In addition, cultural particularities of the 

target groups must be observed; finally, you should avoid political or cultural dissonance and 

friction. 

 

Every quote, every parable, and each poem is like a mini - lesson and thus a great learning aid, 

with a single quote has on average 7 to 13 new words, if one approaches with little knowledge of 

the exercise.  

 

The Birkenbihl method 

 

De - coding 

 

When De - coding it comes to putting the foreign language as accurately as possible word for word 

in your native language. 

Advantage os using a poem: in most cases a poem is a little story or painting a mood ore picture so 

the content is easy to understand. A native speaker is presenting it so a lot of precious time can be 

used instead the active listening. 
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Active listening 

 

In this step, it is about the active use of language. You hear the foreign language text that is spoken 

by a native speaker, and read the de - coded native text = "Active Listening". You will quickly 

become familiar to the rhythm, and the new words to the language. This step will be repeated as 

long as learners feel they have understood the foreign language text well and start to fell familiar 

with the sound and rhythm of the heard poem. 

 

Passive listening 

 

In this phase" the brain creates neural pathways for sound pictures - a principle children use to 

learn their mother tongue. To do so you just listen to the spoken text e.g. on CD while you do other 

tasks. It takes no time because it happened during your usual daily routine, while you concentrate 

on other things. The volume needs to be loud enough for it to be heard, but so quietly that the 

concentration is the main activity. In practice, poems set to music or audio books have proven 

 

Activities 

 

It is up to you, whether you practice cloze texts, rear-decode, do telephone calls, listen to Internet 

radio, watch satellite TV, or even venture a trip to a country of your language, it will be easy to 

make and great fun. Activities reinforce your new language skills. 

 

Poems to learn grammar 

 

Through their rhythm itself poems are also to learn grammar. It has been proven from poems to 

create cloze to learn, for example, special grammatical forms. In the following example, the 

missing prepositions are to be added: 

 

Erich Kästner: Am 31. Februar 

 

Erich Kästner: Am 31. Februar 

___ einunddreißigsten Februar 

wird schwarze Tinte wie Wasser klar, 

die Schnecken gewinnen ___ die Hasen 

____ Wettlauf ____ dem Stadionrasen, 

___ Mauselöchern kommen Elefanten, 

____ Schule gehen _____ der Kinder die 

Tanten, 

und Stühle gehen ___ allen vieren 

neben dem Zebrastreifen spazieren, 

ein Bus sagt ___ dem Gemüsemarkt 

__ tq_c Pifctcmn_h: „Hc_l qcl^ hc]bn a_j[len!‚ 

Verkehrsschilder suchen sich ein Versteck, 

___ Supermarkt laufen die Kassen weg,  

das Rathaus bekommt einen Nasenstüber, 

es geht eben alles drunter und drüber – 

denn faustdicke Lügen werden wahr 

___ einunddreißigsten Februar. 

Erich Kästner: Am 31. Februar 

Am einunddreißigsten Februar 

wird schwarze Tinte wie Wasser klar, 

die Schnecken gewinnen gegen die Hasen 

beim Wettlauf auf dem Stadionrasen, 

aus Mauselöchern kommen Elefanten, 

zur Schule gehen statt der Kinder die Tanten, 

und Stühle gehen auf allen vieren 

neben dem Zebrastreifen spazieren, 

ein Bus sagt auf dem Gemüsemarkt 

to tq_c Pifctcmn_h: „Hc_l qcl^ hc]bn a_j[len!‚ 

Verkehrsschilder suchen sich ein Versteck, 

im Supermarkt laufen die Kassen weg, 

das Rathaus bekommt einen Nasenstüber, 

es geht eben alles drunter und drüber – 

denn faustdicke Lügen werden wahr 
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Poetry and pronunciation 

 

The following poem is by Kurt Schwitters. He was a German poet, writer and artist. His poems are 

great to practice pronunciation, because only spoken right, they work properly. A particular 

challenge in the following poem is the pronunciation of the sound "ch" in its various colorations: 

 

So, so! Kurt Schwitters (1887 – 1948) 

 

Vier Maurer saßen einst auf einem Dach. 

D[ mjl[]b ^_l _lmn_: ‚A]b!‛ 

D_l tq_cn_: ‚Wc_ cmnm göafc]b ^[hh?‛ 

D_l ^lcnn_: ‚D[ß ^[m D[]b b[fn_h e[hh!!!‛ 

D_l pc_ln_: ‚Imn ^i]b e_ch Tläa_l ^l[h!!!!!!‛ 

Und mit einem Krach 

Brach das Dach. 

 

Poetry and Punctuation 

 

In German, commas play an important role. Often the meaning changed significantly by misplaced 

punctuation in the following example learners have to find out where to place punctuation mark 

just by finding the right rhythm: 

 
Es stand an einer Wand: 

Zehn Finger habe ich an jeder Hand 

sind es fünf und zwanzig Zehen 

und Finger habe ich zusammen.  

Zehn Zehen habe ich an jedem Fuß 

sind es fünf und zwanzig Finger 

und Zehen habe ich zusammen. 

Ziegen müssen meckern und bellen 

müssen Hunde und Kühe muhen 

und brüllen die Katzen 

miauen und kratzen. 

Der Bäcker backt Brot und Häuser 

mauert der Maurer die Pflanzen 

gießt der Gärtner die Kühe 

melkt der Bauer die Post 

bringt der Postbote den Kamin 

fegt der Schornsteinfeger die Kommas 

setzt der Schüler fein 

richtig in die Sätze ein? 

Im Saal stand der Minister auf dem Kopf 

den Zylinder am Fuß 

schwarze Lackschuhe in der Hand 

einen Spazierstock hinter dem Ohr 

die Zwickerschnur eifrig im Gespräch vertieft. 

 

Es stand an einer Wand: 

Zehn Finger habe ich. An jeder Hand 

sind es fünf und zwanzig Zehen 

und Finger habe ich zusammen. 

Zehn Zehen habe ich. An jedem Fuß 

sind es fünf und zwanzig Finger 

und Zehen habe ich zusammen. 

Ziegen müssen meckern. Und bellen 

müssen Hunde. Und Kühe muhen 

und brüllen. Die Katzen 

miauen und kratzen. 

Der Bäcker backt Brot und Häuser 

mauert der Maurer. Die Pflanzen 

gießt der Gärtner, die Kühe 

melkt der Bauer, die Post 

bringt der Postbote, den Kamin 

fegt der Schornsteinfeger, die Kommas 

setzt der Schüler fein 

richtig in die Sätze ein? 

Im Saal stand der Minister, auf dem Kopf 

den Zylinder, am Fuß 

schwarze Lackschuhe, in der Hand 

einen Spazierstock, hinter dem Ohr 

die Zwickerschnur, eifrig im Gespräch vertieft. 
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Meeting in Germany 

with Martin Bettinger 

a German author 

and Mark Heydrich a 

German slam poet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Presentation of the project 

to staff and to poets, slammer 

and authors 

at Lesebühne im TiV 

(Theater im Viertel) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                    Pl_m_hn[ncih i` nb_ jlid_]n [n ‚Pi_nls Sf[g S[[l\lü]e_h‛, 

 Camera Zwo   
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Silent movie with music: "Limit" from Mário Peixoto 

(1931) 

 

 

 

Interaction of poetry and other arts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

»Poetry on the road« 

 

The eagerness to cross boundaries and build bridges – between different varieties of poetry or even 

with other art forms and unusual reading places. Nowadays the time goes by so fast and the 

communication became straiter, that is why I welcome a format such as »poetry on the road« a lot, 

because the festival shows by their cross-border approach the variety of forms of modern poetry in 

a common way. The organizers set with that a counterbalance to the less lyrical texts that we 

encounter every day on the variety of digital channels. At the same time just these media are now 
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increasingly used for the dissemination of poetry – like video sites, blogs or social networks. 

Lyrical texts create especially in the internet a genuine counterweight to the nowadays often 

observed impoverishment of language. 
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TEACHING METHODOLOGY –  TWO WORKSHOPS 
 

 

 
Class of four students (three Spanish speakers, one French speaker) 

Time: 2 hours. 

Level: A1 

 

We gave an original model, Iscrizione, a short poem by Giorgio Caproni, with simple words that 

can be understood with few explanations by the teacher: 

 

Freschi come bicchieri 

furono i suoi pensieri 

Per lei torni in onore 

la rima in cuore e amore 

 

In class we split the poem into two parts. First of all we worked on the first two verses: we found 

the adjectives (freschi, fresh; suoi, her), the substantives (bicchieri, glasses; pensieri, thoughts; 

onore, honour; rima, rhyme; cuore, heart; amore, love), the verbs (furono, they were; torni, come 

back) and the pronoun (lei, her). Then, we asked the students to substitute the underlined words 

with some other words of the same morphological category, thus changing the poem into a new 

one; we also asked to keep, if possible, the two rhymes. 

Activity was very successful and the students' interest was very high; they had fun by playing with 

words and expressing their own thoughts into an Italian poetic form. 

This activity allowed the students to go back to some linguistic features they had worked during 

their course by using an expressing code that made them feel more free and uninhibited. That 

created an almost magic and more relaxed atmosphere inside the classroom. 

 

These are two of the poems written by the students: 

 

Identità 

Calde come il sole 

sono state le sue canzoni. 

Per lei è il mio nome 

la rima in cuore e cognome. 

 

Poesia n° 2 

B_ff[ ]ig_ oh’i]]bc[n[ 

fugace e gentile una non ammirata. 

Sulle sue labbra ][f^_ g’chh[gil[ 

cf ^if]_ \[]c[l_ ]ih aomni ^’[olil[. 

 
 

Class of three students (Spanish speakers) 

Time: 2 hours, in the afternoon after a 4 hours lesson in the morning 

Level: from B1 to C1. 

 

We presented a model: Litania, by Giorgio Caproni. It is a long poem, but it has a very simple 

structure: it is formed by strophes made of two couplets, with rhymes AABB. It is about the city of 
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Genoa (whose name is repeated at the beginning of each couplet); the city is described under every 

aspect with the use of adjectives and substantives. As it is made of more than 300 verses, we read 

just the beginning and the end of the poem. 

Before, we showed the students some pictures taken in Genoa, and then I let them notice how the 

description of the city is made not only through the view, but also through smells and the personal 

feelings of the poet (his family). 

Then we asked the students to think about a city they knew well and to write some notes in Italian 

that described it. They could write adjectives and substantives; verbs would be used in a second 

moment to connect the words between them. Then they were asked to put the words in groups 

connected by meaning: sounds, smells, people, colours, urban setting etc. Then we introduced the 

difficulty of the rhyme: we asked them to write and put the words they had written in a random 

order, and to complete the verses finding a rhyme; they could use an online rhyming dictionary. 

The students, in the end, wrote three poems that show a great fantasy, and they learned a lot of new 

words, that was the main learning aim of the activity. The teacher helped them in their writing, but 

only if he was asked to. Regarding the motivation of the learners, the girl who had the lower level 

(B1), and who, at the beginning of the course was very shy, during this activity relaxed and 

succeeded, and in the following lessons she was more active than before. 

 

Here is one of the three poems: 

 

Roma, mia città sognante 

 sempre parlante. 

Roma città culturale 

 cosmopolita, dominante. 

 

Roma ogni giorno vitale 

 dolce, rumorosa, sentimentale. 

Roma tutta romantica 

 vecchia e storica.  

 

Roma tutta rovine 

 artistica, piena di vetrine. 

Roma, mangiona buona 

 ascolta come suona. 

 

 

 

LOCAL ACTIVITIES 
 

During Italian language courses at Xena – Centro dinamiche e scambi intercultural, the teachers 

experimented how to use poetry as a teaching tool.  

Xena works with LLP Leonardo da Vinci project and Youth in Action EVS participants (both future 

Erasmus Plus KA1 mobility pathways), who come to Italy to have a job or volunteering experience. 

During their stay, these young people attend some Italian courses. 

In the involved courses, Xena's teachers tried to use poetry as a linguistic input in order to improve 

the learners' vocabulary and their phonetic competence. 

 

It was interesting how this new method allowed learners to be more free when producing texts in a 

language they were studying, even at a basic level: expressing their feelings through the 
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composition of poems, led by their teacher, let them learn in a more informal way, and stimulated 

them to learn in a more natural and less difficult way. 

 

Flig Jofs ni S_jn_g\_l 2013 X_h[ ila[hct_^ nb_ In[fc[h m_]ncih i` nb_ Eolij_[h ]ihn_mn ‚Wbs q_ 

fip_ ji_nls‛. Tb_ eleven participating short stories about poetry sent by Internet are now uploaded 

on the Europoems web site.  

Tb_ qchh_l q[m Ehlc]i Pl_p_^_ffi, qcnb nb_ n_rn ‚C[hn[gc‛. H_ [fmi nl[hmf[n_^ bcm mbiln mnils chni 

English and read it during the project meeting in Paris, in November 2013. 

 

Ih S_jn_g\_l 2013 X_h[’m n_[g ila[hcm_^ [ g__ncha [\ion mf[g ji_nls. 

They invited a local slammer (Nicolas Alejandro Cunial) who told the participants what slam 

poetry is, its history in Italy since 2003, the year of the first slam poetry contest. Cunial performed 

three kinds of poems, telling that they are the most common different 'genres' of slam poetry: the 

'narrative' one, that tells a short story usually with a surprising ending; the 'physical' one, in which 

the poet uses his voice and body in a very theatrical way; the 'comic' one, in which the main aim of 

the poet is to make the public laugh. Cunial also talked about the conflicts that rose in Italy about 

the several slam contests in the last ten years, and about the newly born LIPS (Italian league of 

poetry slam), whose main purpose is to have some poetry contests in the whole country, with the 

same rules, and a final one, whose participants will be the winner of each local contest. 

 

In the same evening, Xena announced nb_ qchh_l i` nb_ ‚Wbs q_ fip_ ji_nls‛ ]ihn_mn, [h^ nb_ 

three best short stories were read (two of them personally by their authors, one by Xena's staff). 

 

 
GIACOMO LEOPARDI  

 

A se stesso (1835) (Italian) 

 

Or poserai per sempre, 

stanco mio cor. Perì l'inganno estremo, 

ch'eterno io mi credei. Perì. Ben sento, 

in noi di cari inganni, 

non che la speme, il desiderio è spento. 

Posa per sempre. Assai 

palpitasti. Non val cosa nessuna 

i moti tuoi, nè di sospiri è degna 

la terra. Amaro e noia 

la vita, altro mai nulla; e fango è il mondo. 

T'acqueta omai. Dispera 

l'ultima volta. Al gener nostro il fato 

non donò che il morire. Omai disprezza 

te, la natura, il brutto 

poter che, ascoso, a comun danno impera 

e l'infinita vanità del tutto.  

 

The poet to himself (English) 

 

Now you are going to rest forever, 

my tired heart. The final deceit that I 
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thought I was ethernal has died. It has died. I clearly 

feel that not just the hope but even 

the desire of sweet illusions is extinguished. 

Rest forever. You have throbbed 

enough. Your impulses are 

useless, and the earth is not worth 

being grieved. Life is bitterness and 

grief, nothing else; and the world is mud. 

Appease yourself, now. Loose your hope 

for the last time. Mankind was gifted by fate 

just with dying. Now despise 

yourself, nature, the evil 

power that, hidden, rules for everyone's ruin, 

and despise the endless vanity of everything. 

 

 

A soi-même (French) 

 

Pour toujours prenne fin 

T[ `[ncao_, gih ]œol. Mih ofncg_ cffomcih 

Emn giln_, ko_ d’[c ]lo_ koc m_l[cn m[hm `ch. 

Morte. Et me souvenant des rêves les plus chers, 

J_ m_hm \c_h ko_ f’_mjicl m’_mn én_chn _h gic, 

Mais même et plus encore le désir. 

Repose, pour toujours. Tu as assez battu. 

Rc_h h_ gélcn_ n_m `cèpl_m. D’[o]oh miojcl 

N’_mn ^cah_ ]_nn_ n_ll_. Ag_lnog_ _n _hhoc 

Est f[ pc_, _n d[g[cm lc_h ^’[onl_. En \io_ _mn f_ gih^_. 

Apaise-toi, maintenant. Désespère 

Uh_ ^_lhcèl_ `icm. A f’_mjè]_ bog[ch_ 

L_ ^_mnch h’[ ^ihhé ko_ ^_ giolcl. Méjlcm_ 

Qui tu es, désormais. Méprise la nature, 

Cette force brutale qui préside 

En secret au malheur universel. Méprise 

L’ch`chc_ p[hcné ^_ nion ]_ koc _mn.  

 

Cătră sine însuşi (Romanian) 

 

De-acum te vei odihhni pentru totdeauna, 

Ostenita mea inimă. Pieri şi cea din urmă înşelăciune, 

Pe care o credeam eternă! Pieri! Simt prea bine, 

În noi de dulci iluzii 

Nu numai speranţa, dar şi dorinţa s-a stins. 

Odihneşte-te pentru totdeauna. Destul 

Ai palpitat. Nimic pe lume nu merită 

Să te mişte şi nici e demn de suspine 

Pământul. Viaţa nu-i decât urât şi amărăciune, 

Alta nimic; şi noroi e lumea. De-acum te linişteşte. Deznădăjduieşte 

Pentru cea din urmă oară. Firii noastre de la soartă 
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Nu-i este dat decât a muri. De-acum dispreţueşte-te 

Pe tine, natura, urâta putere, 

Care, ascunsă, spre obştească pagubă domneşte,  

Şi infinita vanitate a totului. 
 

 
 

 

EUROPOEMS CONTEST 

 
 

Cantami 

by Enrico Prevedello 

 

‚Wbi [l_ sio? Al_ sio [ mno^_hn i` gch_?‛ 

The old man was staring right through me. His eyes, blue and glazed, it was as if they could read 

my whole story in my pupils.  

‚Y_m‛ I [hmq_l_^, ‚I’g Ah^l_[ Go_ll[, ]f[mm 3B.‛ 

Tb[n q[m gs `[nb_l’m h[g_, nb_ m_g[hnc] e_s qbc]b I om_^, ni f_n nb_ if^ g[h l_]iahct_ g_ _p_ls 

week. I could use it, even twice, or three times in an afternoon.  

‚Ob, mol_! Ms \_mn mno^_hn! Dc^ sio ]ig_ ni mno^s? Ol ni qlcn_, g[s\_?‛ 

Two months earlier I was suspended from school, for having insulted a teacher during a fight with 

a classmate, and she put herself in the middle. When he came to know about the probation week, 

gs `[nb_l ^c^h’n \fche; b_ domn nif^ g_, nb[n I q[m aicha ni pcmcn bcm if^ In[fian literature teacher, at 

his retirement home. Every Saturday afternoon.  

‚I ][g_ ni qlcn_, Ml Rcaihc‛.  

Tb[n’m qb[n I b[^ ni m[s. I b[^ ni ai nb_l_, _p_ls S[nol^[s [`n_lhiih, `lig nbl__ ni `cp_, [h^ mj_[e 

that phrase.  

Tb_ if^ g[h mn[l_^ [n g_. ‚I [g jli`_mmil Rcaihc Fl[h]_m]i, [l_ sio [ mno^_hn i` gch_?‛ 

I took out the notebook from the backpack, pulled out the pen from the case and I got closer to his 

face.  

‚I’g Ah^l_[ Go_ll[, I ][g_ ni qlcn_.‛ 

‚Ob, aii^, aii^. L_n’m mn[ln.‛ 

The old man leaned his back [a[chmn nb_ ]b[cl. H_ mnl[cabn_h_^ oj: ‚I ][h’n `ch^ nb_ j_h, qcff sio 

qlcn_?‛. 

‚Sol_‛ I [hmq_l_^, ‚sio ^c]n[n_ Scl, [h^ I qlcn_.‛ 

H_ q[m mncff mn[lcha [n g_, mncff mnl[cabn_h_^ oj: ‚H[m Mcmm C_]cfc[ [hmq_l_^ sio s_n?‛.  

‚Y_m‛, I [hmq_l_^. Sb_ q[m bcm qc`e, she died two years earlier, after forty years of marriage. 

‚Ah^ qb[n ^i_m mb_ m[s? Di_m mb_ fce_ cn?‛. 

‚Sb_ m[sm mb_ fce_m nb_g p_ls go]b, siol ji_gm I g_[h‛. 

Tb_ if^ g[h mgcf_^. ‚Gii^. Yio h__^ ni ]ioln nb_g, nb_ `ch_ sioha f[^c_m. Wcnb ji_gm. Poetry 

qilem.‛ 

‚I nbche mb_’m aicha ni g[lls sio‛, I nif^ bcg. 

The man nodded, he relaxed and looked away, out of the window, at the trees. The tidy white beard, 

the eyes alive in some remembrance, the light skin and his smell, not good nor bad, as that of 

closed snow, they fascinated me, but I could only admit it when he was about to dictate one of his 

ji_gm. In q[m [ gig_hn nb[n I ^c^h’n oh^_lmn[h^, [h^ I q[m e_jn [fih_ \_][om_ hi\i^s ]iof^ m__ 

me.  
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The professor closed his eyes, he inhaled, and articulated the opener to every single one of his 

poems.  

‚Scha ni g_. Scha i` Imbg[_f, qbi mi go]b q[h^_l_^ qcnbion ehiqcha.’’  

I opened the notebook at an empty page. Everything he dictated, bared resemblance. It was like a 

mosaic, whose tiles differ only by a hue, and you realize that all together they shape something 

bigger.  

‚Scha g_ nb_ \l_[^ i` nb_ nl__m,  

And be clear, sweet 

Shake the seasons and the hedgehogs 

The stars and the moths 

The bark in the rivers,  

Tb_ ][l_mm_l ni nb_ ^_[^.‛ 

The professor opened his eyes, frowned. He looked around and saw me.  

‚Wb_l_ q_l_ q_?‛, b_ [me_^ g_, [m c` b_ b[^ domn qie_h oj ch [h bcabq[s mnij.  

I answered without looking at the page.  

‚Scha ni g_. Scha i` Imbg[_f, qbi mi go]b q[h^_l_^ qcnbion ehiqcha.’’ 

The professor looked at the trees, which leaves started to paint themselves yellow. A nurse was 

pushing the wheelchair of a shriveled old lady wrapped in a brown blanket.  

 

‚Scha ni g_. Ah^ \_ q[n_l,  

Scroll time and tell us 

The lights you chase 

The breaches you reach,  

The strength you bring. 

Be gentle, and leave 

A leaf of you 

In my heart, and let my heart 

Be of your image both 

[fn[l [h^ nig\‛. 

Sig_ncg_ I b[^ nb_ `__fcha nb[n nb_ jli`_mmil’m ji_gm q_l_h’n ]igjim_^ _hncl_fs [n l[h^ig.  

I g_[h, nb[n nb_s ^c^h’n ]ig_ `lig nb_ m[g_ j_lmih qbi [me_^ g_ qbi I q[m _p_ls b[f` [h biol, 

and trying to woo a young lady with whom he really spent a life together, and who would now be 

seventy-seven.  

‚I [me nb_ qcham i` nb_ \cl^m 

To be quiet and not to move 

The order which holds the world 

For each one of my beats 

One less beat of the sun 

Tiq[l^m sio.‛ 

It seemed as if he drew from a deep well, not yet reached by the illness, or maybe unreachable by 

[hsnbcha nb[n ]iof^ mfoa nb_ nlonb. I ]iof^h’n oh^_lmn[h^, I fce_^ cn [h^ I ]iof^h’n oh^_lmn[h^. I q[m 

happy that nobody was there to ask questions; I felt that if I asked myself what it was that made me 

]ig_ \[]e ni nb_ jli`_mmil _[]b S[nol^[s [`n_lhiih, I qiof^h’n b[p_ \__h [\f_ ni [hmq_l, [h^ nb[n 

in describing it, I would have lost it. It seemed paradoxical, in the middle of all those words, but I 

q[m ^_fcabn_^ \s gs jf_[mol_, \s gs fcmn_hcha. H_l_ sio ai, hiq nb[n I’g nlscha ni ^_m]lc\_ cn, I 

`__f cn’m `[^cha [fl_[^s.  

The professor had stopped. He was looecha [n g_. H_ mgcf_^ [n g_. ‚Yio [l_ [ aii^ mno^_hn, 

Ah^l_[ Go_ll[‛. Fil [ gig_hn, I `_fn I q[m l_[ffs \_cha m__h. Am c` q_ b[^ m[c^ mig_nbcha ni _[]b 
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other. With the same voice that snow crystals tell their structure to our fingers, while melting on the 

fingertips.  

 

Tb_ jli`_mmil fiie_^ [n nb_ qch^iq. ‚I’g jli`_mmil Rcaihc Fl[h]_m]i‛.  

He looked at me.  

‚I’g Ah^l_[ Go_ll[, ]f[mm 3B; I ][g_ ni qlcn_‛, I m[c^.  

‚Ob, aii^. I ][h’n `ch^ nb_ j_h. Wcff sio qlcn_?‛.  

‚Sol_‛ I [hmq_l_^, ‚Yio ^c]n[n_ Scl, I qlcn_‛.  

The professor looked at the trees.  

I browsed the notebook and I found a blank page. 

‚Scha ni g_. Scha i` Imbg[_f, qbi mi go]b q[h^_l_^ qcnbion ehiqcha‛ 

 

“CANTAMI” 

By Enrico Prevedello  

 

"Chi sei? Sei un mio allievo?" 

Il vecchio mi fissava negli occhi. I suoi, azzurri e lucidi, era come se potessero leggere nelle pupille 

la mia intera storia. 

"Sì" gli risposi, "sono Andrea Guerra, terza B". 

Era il nome di mio padre, la chiave semantica che usavo per farmi riconoscere ogni settimana dal 

vecchio. Mi capitava di usarla anche due o tre volte in un pomeriggio. 

"Oh, certo! Il mio migliore allievo! Sei venuto per studiare? O per scrivere, forse?" 

Due mesi prima ero stato sospeso da scuola per aver offeso una prof. Stavo litigando con un 

compagno, e lei si era messa in mezzo. Appena seppe della settimana di sospensione, mio padre 

non fece una piega; solo mi disse che sarei andato a trovare il suo vecchio professore di italiano, 

alla casa di riposo. Ogni sabato pomeriggio. 

"Sono venuto per scrivere, professor Rigoni". 

Questo dovevo dire. Dovevo andare ogni sabato pomeriggio, dalle tre alle cinque, e dire questa 

frase. 

Il vecchio mi guardò fisso. "Io sono il professor Rigoni Francesco, sei un mio allievo?". 

Presi dallo zaino il block notes, sfilai la penna dalla spiralina di ferro e mi avvicinai al suo viso. 

"Sono Andrea Guerra, sono venuto per scrivere". 

"Oh, bene, bene. Cominciamo". 

Il vecchio appoggiò la schiena sulla poltrona. La raddrizzò: "Io non trovo la penna, scrivi tu?". 

"Certo" gli risposi, "lei detta, io scrivo". 

Continuò a fissarmi, sempre con la schiena dritta: "Ha risposto la signorina Cecilia?". 

"Certo", gli risposi. Era sua moglie, morta due anni prima dopo quarant'anni di matrimonio. 

"E cosa dice? Le piace?". 

"Dice che le piacciono molto, le sue poesie". 

Il vecchio sorrise. "Bene. Bisogna corteggiarle, le brave signorine. Con le poesie. La poesia 

funziona". 

"Secondo me la sposerà", gli dissi.  

Il vecchio annuì, si rilassò e spostò lo sguardo fuori dalla finestra, sugli alberi. La barba bianca 

tenuta corta, gli occhi vivi in qualche ricordo, la pelle chiara e il suo odore né buono né cattivo, 

come di neve chiusa, mi affascinavano, ma riuscivo ad ammetterlo solo quando stava per dettarmi 

una delle sue poesie. Era un momento che non capivo, e restavo solo perché nessuno poteva 

vedermi. 

Il professore chiuse gli occhi, inspirò, e scandì quello che era l'incipit che andava a iniziare ogni 

sua poesia. 
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"Cantami. Cantami di Ismaele, che tanto vagò senza sapere". 

Aprii il block notes ad una pagina vuota. Tutto quello che mi dettava si somigliava. Era come un 

mosaio le cui tessere differiscono solo di una sfumatura, e si intuisce che tutte assieme formano  

qualcosa di più grande. 

"Il pane degli alberi cantami, 

e sii chiara, dolce 

scuoti le stagioni e i ricci 

le stelle e le falene 

le cortecce sui fiumi, 

le carezze ai morti" 

Il professore aprì gli occhi, aggrottò la fronte. Si guardò attorno. Mi vide. 

"Dove siamo arrivati?", mi chiese, come se si fosse svegliato in un autogrill. 

Io gli risposi senza guardare il foglio. 

"Cantami. Cantami di Ismaele, che tanto vagò senza sapere". 

Il professore guardò gli alberi, le cui foglie cominciavano a ingiallirsi. Un'infermiera spingeva la 

carrozzina di un'anziana accartocciata, avvolta in una coperta marrone. 

"Cantami. E sii acqua,  

scorri il tempo e dicci 

le luci che insegui 

le brecce cui giungi, 

le fortezze che porti. 

Sii gentile, e lascia 

una foglia di te 

nel mio cuore, e il cuore mio 

sia della tua immagine 

altare e tomba". 

A volte avevo l'impressione che le poesie del professore non fossero composte del tutto a caso. 

Voglio dire, che non venissero dalla stessa persona che mi chiedeva chi fossi ogni mezz'ora, e che 

cercava di conquistare una ragazza con cui ha davvero vissuto una vita, e che ora avrebbe avuto 

settantasei anni. 

"Chiedo alle ali degli uccelli 

di fare piano e non spostare 

l'ordine che tiene il mondo. 

Ad ogni mio battito 

un rintocco del sole in meno 

verso di te". 

Sembrava che per dettare attingesse a un pozzo profondo, non ancora raggiunto dalla malattia, o 

forse irraggiungibile da qualsiasi cosa che potesse intorpidire la verità. Non capivo, mi piaceva e 

non capivo. Ero felice che non ci fosse nessuno a fare domande; sentivo che se mi fossi chiesto che 

cos'era che mi faceva tornare ogni sabato pomeriggio dal professore, non avrei saputo rispondere, 

e che nel descriverlo l'avrei perso. Sembrava paradossale, in mezzo a tutte quelle parole, ma stavo 

godendo del mio tacere, del mio ascoltare. Ecco, adesso che sto cercando di descriverlo, sento che 

sta svanendo. 

Il professore si era interrotto. Mi stava guardando. Mi sorrise. "Sei un bravo studente, Andrea 

Guerra". Per un attimo mi sono sentito visto davvero. Come se ci fossimo detti qualcosa. Con la 

stessa voce con cui i cristalli di neve dicono la loro struttura alle nostre dita, mentre si sciolgono 

sui polpastrelli. 

Il professore guardò la finestra. "Sono il professore Rigoni Francesco". 

Mi guardò. 
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"Sono Andrea Guerra, terza B; sono venuto per scrivere", dissi. 

"Oh, bene. Io non trovo la penna, scrivi tu?". 

"Certo" gli risposi, "lei detta, io scrivo". 

Il professore guardò gli alberi.  

Io sfoglai il block notes e  trovai un foglio vuoto. 

"Cantami. Cantami di Ismaele, che tanto vagò senza sapere" 

 

 
Dante Alighieri (1265-1321) 

 

Dante Alighieri was born in Florence in 1265. He did not have a formal accademic education, 

but he was a high level self-taught man. He was also a first line politician in Florence: this caused 

his exile from his hometown in 1301, after several internal fights against some of his fellow-

citizens.  

Since then, he lived in many different cities, looking for a job, protection, and a quiet place 

where he could write. He died in Ravenna in 1321.  

His main work is the great 'holy' poem Commedia, which was written during the exile, between 

1305 and 1321. The Commedia is a journey in the hereafter world made of about 14.000 lines. The 

main character is Dante himself, but his journey through Hell, Purgatory and Paradise is a great 

allegory of everyone's way to eternal salvation. In his journey, Dante is accompanied by Virgil, the 

poet he had always admired and emulated, and, in a second moment, by Beatrice, the woman he 

loved since when he was young. However, in the Commedia, Beatrice becomes a pure image of 

divine grace. Dante meets many famous people of his era, as well as biblical or mythological 

characters: therefore, the Commedia can be also read as the greatest encyclopaedia of the Italian 

Middle-Age culture. 

In addition to this, the Commedia is also important for many other reasons: it was the first long 

poem using 'volgare' (i.e. the ancient Italian language) instead of Latin, thus helping Italian in 

becoming a language fit for culture; it was the first time that a journey in the hereafter world was 

made by a real man – and the ancients believed that Dante actually did it – with his imperfections 

and sins; the Commedia had such a success amongst the 14th century public that it was known by 

heart even by illiterate people: still nowadays Commedia's readings are very popular and they have 

been performed by very popular actors like Roberto Benigni, Vittorio Gassman and Carmelo Bene. 

In the last ten years, Benigni's lectures have been broadcasted on TV several times. 

Neverthless, before writing the Commedia, Dante was already the most remarkable lyrical poet 

of his generation: he belonged, together with Guido Cavalcanti, Lapo Gianni and Cino da Pistoia, 

ni nb_ ‚Dif]_ Sncf Nipi‛ (mq__n h_q mnsf_) ji_nc] alioj, qbc]b q[m mn[ln_^ ch Ffil_h]_ ch nb_ 80m 

of the 13th century. 

The group drew inspiration from Guido Guinizzelli, a poet from Bologna. The main feature of 

this poetry – that is exclusively love poetry – is the strong philosophical and religious peculiarity of 

fip_. Ih `[]n, Sncfhipi qig_h b[p_ nb_ jiq_l ni g[e_ ‚a_hncf_‛ (a_hnf_, ][j[\f_ i` oh^_lmn[h^cha 

qb[n fip_ g_[hm) nb_ ih_m qbi fip_ nb_g, [h^ ‚hi\cf_‛ (hi\f_) [m q_ff: nbcm cm [ j_]ofc[l ech^ i` 

nobelness, based on soul and not on blood. 

Dante's Vita nova (new life), a 'prosimetro' (mixture of poetry and prose) written in 1293-95, is 

considered the best stilnovistic work. Beatrice, the woman Dante is in love with – but who does not 

return love to him (a typical literary topos up to today) – is not just like an angel, she actually is an 

angel, a saint whose story Dante tells in his book, an image of God, whose grace she took on earth 

as his messenger, a creature that could bestow spiritual salvation simply by addressing one. In fact, 

nb_ [h]c_hn In[fc[h qil^ `il ‚m[fon[l_‛ (ni al__n, ni [^^l_mm) l_gch^m i` nb_ qil^ ‚m[fon_‛ 
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(spiritual salvation). Therefore, the only possible kind of poetry is a love poetry which gloryfies the 

woman, without trying to conquer her. 

 

This is a sonnet from Vita nova: 

 

Tanto gentile e tanto onesta pare   So gentle and so virtuous appears 

la donna mia, quand'ella altrui saluta,  my woman when she greets someone, 

ch'ogne lengua deven tremando muta  that every tongue, shivering, becomes mute  

e gli occhi no l'ardiscon di guardare.  and eyes don't dare to gaze at her. 

 

Ella si va, sentendosi laudare,   She goes by, hearing people gloryfing her, 

benignamente d'umiltà vestuta   wearing humility and benevolence 

e par che sia una cosa venuta   and she looks like a creature who came 

da cielo in terra a miracol mostrare  from heaven to earth to manifest her miracle. 

 

Mostrasi sì piacente a chi la mira,   To whom looks at her, she shows herself so 

graceful 

che dà per gli occhi una dolcezza al core,  that she gives the heart a sweetness, through 

her eyes, 

che 'ntender no la può chi no la prova;  that cannot be understood if not tried; 

 

e par che della sua labbia si mova   and a gentle spirit full of love 

un spirito soave pien d'amore,   seems to start from her face, 

che va dicendo all'anima: Sospira.  saying continuously to the soul: Sigh! 

 

Gaspara Stampa (Padua 1523 – Venice 1554)    

 

Gaspara Stampa was born in Padua in 1523 by a family from Milan. In 1531 she moved to 

Venice, where she was educated in music and literature. In Venice, she was a protagonist of the 

cultural life. She was probably a female courter: she had lots of lovers and lead a very free and 

uninhibited life. 

She wrote 311 poems, which were published after her death by her sister, Cassandra. Gaspara 

organized her poems into a narrative sequence, according to the petrarchist tradition of the 16th 

century: they tell the story of her love for the Count of Collalto. This love is seen as an unhappy 

passion, but the Count is not the only lover Gaspara writes about. While the story goes on, love 

turns into a struggle between carnal passion and need of a spiritual life. In the whole book of Rime 

(Rhymes), there are even lots of particulars about the intense and refined life Gaspara lead inside 

the Venetian soiciety. 

She was, as we have already seen, a petrarchist poetess, but there is also some originality in her 

poems: the strong music of some texts, some of which were accompanied by real music, and the 

tasteful balance between the petrarchist pattern and the sincere and true feelings involved in the 

poems that describe her falling in love and her love pain, once she is neglected and abandoned by 

the Count. 

 

In the proemial sonnet of Gaspara Stampa's Rime, the first verse recovers Petrarca's first verse 

of Canzoniere, and the theme of love that takes pains and sorrow with itself. Neverthless, even here 

it is possible to find some features of originality, such as the aim to obtain human glory for being 

such an elegant poetess (vv. 9-14), and the addressing to nobles (vv. 6-8), that is the cultural and 

political élite of Venice. 
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 Voi, ch'ascoltate in queste meste rime, 

in questi mesti, in questi oscuri accenti 

il suon de gli amorosi miei lamenti 

e de le pene mie tra l'altre prime, 

 

 ove fia chi valor apprezzi e stime, 

gloria, non che perdon, de' miei lamenti 

spero trovar fra le ben nate genti, 

poi che la lor cagione è sì sublime. 

 

 E spero ancor che debba dir qualc'una: 

‚F_fc]cmmcg[ f_c, ^[ ]b_ mimn_hh_ 

per sì chiara cagion danno sì chiaro! 

 

  Deh, perché tant'amor, tanta fortuna 

per sì nobil Signor a me non venne, 

ch'anch'io n'andrei con tanta Donna a paro? 

Oh, you who listen in these mournful rhymes, 

in these sad, in these dark tunes 

the sound of my amorous laments 

and of my pains, the most important ones, 

 

 if anyone will appreciate the value, 

but most of all the forgiveness, of my laments, 

I hope to find them between the nobles, 

because they are the one who can be moved by them. 

 

 And I also hope that some lady will say: 

‚Sb_ cm nb_ b[jjc_mn, \_][om_ mb_ b[m \ilh_ 

such a strong injury for such a glorious reason! 

 

 Oh, why did such a great love, such a great fate 

to such a great Lord not happen to me, 

nb[n I ]iof^ \_ nb_ m[g_ b_cabn nb[h b_l?‛ 

 

 

SLAM POETRY IN ITALY 

 
 

Italian slam contests begun in 2001, when Lello Voce, a Neapolitan poet living and teaching in 

a high school in Treviso (near Venice) started the first slam contest. Since then, he helped 

organizing several slam contests all over the country; most of them took place in the Northern Italy. 

Nowadays, lots of cities are interested by regular slam contests: some in bigger cities, such as 

Turin, Milan, Trieste, Perugia, Padova, but also some in smaller ones, such as Portogruaro and 

Treviso (near Venice).  

 

This quick spreading of slam poetry, obviously, have never been organized by a singular 

organization or network, as one of the most important 'rules' of slam is naturalness. That was why 

in the last years (since 2011) a heated argument regarding slam rules was born. In fact, in some 

cases, some of the original rules of slam were 'broken' by a few slam contests.  

An example of that is the rule of popular jury: in some cases, the jury were formed by 

'technicians' or 'experts' who were not randomly chosen between the people attending the contest 

but who were nominated before the beginning of the contest by the organizers; in other cases, the 

contest were organized by a publishing house; there was also a very controversial slam contest 

that, according to some websites, was meant to be an advertisement for the new novel of a very 

famous female novelist who was to be published by one of the most important publishing houses. 

The latter case was stigmatized by Lello Voce as 'poetry spam'. 

Some slam poets think that these kind of performance cannot be called 'slam contests', because 

they betray the spontaneous and popular spirit of the original slam: they say these performances 

should take another name, because if they are called 'slam', the Italian slam poetry could risk to 

disappear and become something else, more linked to the traditional idea of poetry lecture than to 

a contest where the public decide the winner poet.  

This very fluid situation of 'anarchy' and 'free' interpretation of the most basic slam rules have 

lead some slam contests that were 'faithful' to the original spirit of slam to organize a sort of 
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national slam contest and the setting of an Italian Slam Federation. The local contests who are 

starting in these months throughout Italy will elect a winner who is going to participate to the final 

contest that will be settled in Monza (near Milan) in Spring 2014. 

 

During a meeting in our association, a local slam poet (Nicolas Alejandro Cunial) made some 

kind of classification of the different poetic 'genres' whose poems usually read in slam contests 

belong to.  

 

The first one is the narrative poetry, which tells a short story in verses.  

The second one is the 'dramatic' poetry, that is read with a very large use of body language.  

The third one is the humorous poetry, whose main feature is irony and wit.  

 

 

RELIGIOUS POETRY IN ITALY 
 

Since the beginning of its history, Italian poetry is divided into two main fields: a 'high' literary 

poetry and a 'low' popular one. 

The first one starts in the Southern Italy (the Two Sicily's Reign) around the second quarter of 

the XIII Century, with the 'Sicilian school': the poets belonging to this school are noble, they are 

the most important men of power in the travelling court of Frederick II (son of Frederick I 

Barbarossa), one of the most acculturated kings of his time; their poetry is a high society literary 

game, and it reviews the main features of the Provençal courtly poetry by adapting them to the 

quite different social background of the Reign. Therefore, the main feature of this poetry is 

terrestrial love, seen as a 'scientific' subject. From the Southern Italy, this poetry will get to 

Tuscany, giving birth, in a few decades, to the main Italian lyrical production, starting with Dante 

and Petrarca and up to Leopardi (XIX Century). 

The second, 'lower' kind of poetry starts in the Central Italy (Umbria) more or less in the same 

years as the 'high' Sicilian school, but it is a strictly religious one. In these decades, the Roman 

Church is going through a very hard period: since a long time, the richness of the Papacy stands in 

the middle of many critics that comes from the most popular and poor parts of Christianity, that are 

questioning not only about religious matters but even, sometimes, about social matters: religious 

needs for a return to the 'original' spirit of Christianity lead even to some needs for a new and more 

fair social order. In this period two mendicant orders, whose main aim is to going back to the spirit 

of Gospels, rise inside Europe: the Dominicans, in Spain, and the Franciscans, in Umbria, whose 

particular feature is the vow of poverty. The founder of the latter, San Francesco d'Assisi (1186 - 

1226), is also the author of one of the more ancient italian poems, the Cantico delle creature (Song 

of the creatures), or Cantico di frate sole (Song of brother Sun), the first religious poem of Italy 

that is not written in latin, but in a language that everyone can understand, very close to the one 

spoken in Umbria in that period: 

This seminal poem gives rise to a very peculiar popular attitude in religious poetry. In the same 

region, Umbria, we find a lot of poems written by poets who do not come from the people (S. 

Francesco himself was son of one of the richest men of Assisi) but who writes for the people: in 

Italian, and no more in latin, and talking about religion to get the people closer to the original and 

more straight message of the Gospels. The most important of those poets is Jacopone da Todi (1233 

- 1306), the author of Laude. Those are poems written to be sung during collective religious 

meetings, such like processions, and have mostly the shape of a dramatic dialogue between 

characters of the Gospels; those characters are very much closer to the human condition than in 

the traditional latin religious poetry: one of the best examples is the Virgin Mary who, in the poem 

Donna de paradiso (Woman of Paradise), is depicted like a mother who sees her son dying, and not 
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like an algid and ethereal dogma. That kind of 'popular' poetry is also written by Guittone d'Arezzo 

(1235 – 1294), the most important poet of his period: in the beginning of his career, is a secular 

poet very close to the Sicilian school but, after his conversion in 1260, he starts writing some Laude 

that are very close to Jacopone's ones. 

 

It is only with the poetic 'school' of Stylnovism (1280-1300 ca.), and most of all with Dante 

Alighieri (1265 – 1321) that religious matters get inside the 'high' level of Italian lyrical 

production: Dante, in his very peculiar work Vita nuova (New life), sings about his beloved woman, 

Beatrice, just like she was an angel: she is the terrestrial image of God and the celestial image of 

love. In the Commedia, the most famous Dante's work, Beatrice returns and becomes the allegory 

of God's grace, the only power that can help man saving his soul. From now on, religious themes 

fill the secular poetry and disappear from the 'popular' line of Italian poetry; but since Francesco 

Petrarca (1304 - 1374) those religious themes loose their most philosophical features and become 

just poetic stereotypes used to describe the woman the poet loves. 

 

 

POETRY AND OTHER ARTS 
 

Xena – C_hnli m][g\c _ ^ch[gc]b_ chn_l]ofnol[fc ila[hct_^ nb_ msgjimcog ‚Pi_nls [h^ inb_l 

[lnm‛ ch P[^o[ ch M[l]b 2014. 

Italian guests focused on different ways to use poetry in connection with other arts.  

 

Francesco Targhetta is a young poet who published a novel in verses, Perciò veniamo bene 

nelle fotografie (That's why we look good in pictures); he talked about the peculiarity of this form 

of poetry, that needs to express feelings but also to tell a story and develop some characters. 

 

Alessandro Mistrorigo, a fellow researcher at Ca' Foscari University of Venice, presented his 

project Phonodia (www.phonodia.unive.it), whose purpose is to settle up an audio database of 

poets reading their own poems, in order to let people understand how poetry is first of all a sound 

and music matters. 

 

The link between poetry and music was the main subject of Lello Voce's interview. Voce, despite 

being the one who took slam poetry in Italy, is a poet who usually attach to his books an audio CD 

containing his poems read together with music composed by professional musicians in a very 

peculiar way. Voce told about his composing habits, that give to music a very important role, and 

showed a videoclip of his poem Lai del ragionare lento (Lament of slowly reasonings). 

 

Enrico Prevedello made a presentation about the iconography of Dante Alighieri's Divine 

comedy, comparing several different illustration of the poem made by different painters and 

illustrator all over the centuries, up to a XXI Century videogame (Dante's Inferno). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.phonodia.unive.it/
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http://www.bemder.org.tr/
http://www.bemder.org.tr/
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LOGO DESIGN 
 

 
‚THE PROJECT LOGO WAS DESIGNED BY OUR ASSOCIATION ‚ 
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POSTER DESIGN 
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POETRY READINGS 
 

 
The Turkish First Women Poet Zeynep Hatun 

 

Zeynep Hatun was the first significant woman poet of Ottoman Divan Poetry. As with so many love 

poets in the tradition, her words dance on the borderline between worldly and divine love. 

 

IV. y.y. sofa woman poet of poets known as the date of the first female poet who Zeynep Hatun. He 

is a poet who lived during the reign of Fatih Sultan Mehmet, a phenomenon that allows the 

recognition of the poet who lived during this period that the. The Sultan; poetry and who, without 

distinction of giving great importance to cultural activities and art pen in the People compliment 

them an art-collecting ones were around. Zeynep Hatun date of birth is unknown. There is a 

difference of opinion regarding or Amasya, Kastamonu. Zeynep Hatun who grew up in a 

multicultural environment Zeynünnisa real name, learned Arabic and Persian languages, musical 

compositions will be dealing with has been extremely bilgisahibi. Wrote poems in terms roller with 

an expression of a very masculine. Babe Mihri interviews with contemporary style are the mutual 

bickering and pleasantry. His father was an Ottoman Qadi, Zeynep Hatun, again with a woman 

married to Sir Isaac. AnSf[sıSla work of Sir Isaac met his poetry. Zeynep Hatun period of 

detachment from the issue of women's issues is one of the things the woman's inferiority to men, but 

cn cm ]fim_ ni nb_ `__fcham i` [ \l[p_ [lıh[l[e `_gchch_ `__fcham, \on [ qcm_ j_lmih nbchem nb[n cn cm 

possible. Makes her weak feminine emotions, argues that because of mental deficiency. In his 

poems he has chosen a clear and simple language. Work was organized on behalf of the Court of 

Fatih. The most famous couplet: 

Your Hosni my love surrounds me, you have the patience 

Homeland dem dem-be-Bi-end justifies the ball increases, 

 

Zeynep Hatun known poem was taken late in his life of seclusion, leaving Amasya, died in 1563. 

 

Gazel 

 

Öğren bilinmeyeni, aydınlat ışığınla  

Dünyayı ve cennet bahçelerini. 

Coştur sözlerinle cennetin ırmaklarını  

Çöz saçlarını, yayılsın kokun dünyaya. 

Duyur Hatay'dan Çin'e kadar  

Yazdıklarını bir rüzgar hızıyla. 

Dertlenme, sevdiğine kavuşmak için  

Çünkü demez hiç kimse, üzme artık yeter kendini. 

Zeynep, darmadağınıksın sen 

Yapma hata, topla şiirlerini, yaz divanını. 

Zeynep, bırak teferruatı  

Ulaş öze, cesaretle ve de açık sözle.  

(Zeynep Hatun) 

Günümüz diline ve anlayışına aktaran: Meral Akkent, ©2112 

Gazel (Orjinal metin) 
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Keşfet nikabını yeri göğü münevver et 

Bu âlem anasırı firdevs-i enver et. 

Depret lebini cüşe getir hacz-i kevseri 

Amber saçını çöz bu cinanı muattar et 

Hattın berat verdi saba yeline dedi 

Tez er hatay'a çin'i tamam et müseehhar et 

Yâra yolunda âşk ile derdinden ölenin 

Kim der sana ki hecr ile cânın mükedder et 

Zeynep çü dost zülfü gibi tarümarsın 

Divane olma şiirini divan ü defter et 

Zeyneb ko meyli zinet-i dunyaya zen gibi 

Merdane var sade-dil ol terk-i ziver it 

 

 

 

TURKISH NATIONAL POET 

 
 

 
 
He is the poet of Turkish National Anthem. He was born in 1873 imn[h\of.™Hcm ginb_l’m h[g_ q[m 

Emine serife and his `[nb_l’m h[g_ q[m T_gct T[bcl. H_ mn[ln_^ bcm _g_hn[ls _^o][ncih [n Egcl 

Bob[lc S]biif. H_ kocn nbcm m]biif [`n_l bcm `[nb_l’m ^_[nb [h^ bcm biom_ \olh_^ ion.Tb_h, b_ q_hn 

to Veterinary School. He was interesting in foreign language classes during his education.He 

learnt French and Persian languages. 

He worked as veterinary in Rumeli, Anatolia and Arabia. He knew about people during his 

worklife.His employment started in 1893 and ended in 1913. He was teaching literature in schools 

during his employment.  

 

     He got married in 1893. School education was not enough for Akif. He studied himself to expand 

his knowledge. He continued studying Literature by teaching and writing poems after he started 

worklife.  

He started to publish his poems in a newspaper in 1908. He went to Berlin and Arabia during 

World War 1. He wrote Berlin Memories here. He had about 100 articles and 50 poems. General 

h[g_ i` bcm qilem cm S[`[b[n. Onb_l qilem [l_ ][ff_^ Süf_sg[hcs_ Külmümü, H[feıh S_mf_lc, 

H[nıl[f[l, Amıg [h^ Göfa_f_l. H_ got a serious illness and he died on 27 December 1936. His 

al[p_ cm ch Tb_ E^clh_e[jı C_g_n_ls. Aec` cm ih_ i` nb_ `[giom ji_nm ch iol bcmnils. Hcm ji_gm n[e_ 

an important place in our literature. His subjects in his poems were social problems of the country, 

difficult situation of Anatolian People. 
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İSTİKLAL MARŞI 

 

Korkma, sönmez bu şafaklarda yüzen al sancak; 

Sönmeden yurdumun üstünde tüten en son ocak. 

O benim milletimin yıldızıdır, parlayacak; 

O benimdir, o benim milletimindir ancak. 

 

Çatma, kurban olayım, çehrene ey nazlı hilal! 

Kahraman ırkıma bir gül... Ne bu şiddet, bu celal? 

Sana olmaz dökülen kanlarımız sonra helal; 

Hakkıdır, Hakk'a tapan, milletimin istiklal. 

 

Ben ezelden beridir hür yaşadım, hür yaşarım. 

Hangi çılgın bana zincir vuracakmış? Şaşarım! 

Kükremiş sel gibiyim: Bendimi çiğner, aşarım; 

Yırtarım dağları, enginlere sığmam taşarım. 

 

Garb'ın afakını sarmışsa çelik zırhlı duvar; 

Benim iman dolu göğsüm gibi serhaddim var. 

Ulusun, korkma! Nasıl böyle bir imanı boğar, 

''Medeniyet!'' dediğin tek dişi kalmış canavar? 

 

Arkadaş! Yurduma alçakları uğratma sakın; 

Siper et gövdeni, dursun bu hayasızca akın. 

Doğacaktır sana va'dettiği günler Hakk'ın... 

Kim bilir, belki yarın, belki yarından da yakın. 

 

Bastığın yerleri ''toprak!'' diyerek geçme, tanı! 

Düşün altındaki binlerce kefensiz yatanı. 

Sen şehid oğlusun, incitme, yazıktır, atanı: 

Verme, dünyaları alsan da, bu cennet vatanı. 

 

Kim bu cennet vatanın uğruna olmaz ki feda? 

Şüheda fışkıracak toprağı sıksan, şüheda! 

Canı, cananı, bütün varımı alsın da Huda, 

Etmesin tek vatanımdan beni dünyada cüda. 

 

Ruhumun senden İlahi şudur ancak emeli: 

Değmesin ma'bedimin göğsüne na-mahrem eli; 

Bu ezanlar -- ki şehadetleri dinin temeli -- 

Ebedi, yurdumun üstünde benim inlemeli. 

 

 

O zaman vecd ile bin secde eder -- varsa -- taşım; 

Her cerihamda, İlahi, boşanıp kanlı yaşım, 

Fışkırır ruh-i mücerred gibi yerden na'şım! 

O zaman yükselerek Arş'a değer, belki, başım. 
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Dalgalan sen de şafaklar gibi ey şanlı hilal! 

Olsun artık dökülen kanlarımın hepsi helal. 

Ebediyyen sana yok, ırkıma yok izmihlal: 

Hakkıdır, hür yaşamış, bayrağımın hürriyet; 

Hakkıdır, Hakk'a tapan, milletimin istiklal. 

 

NATIONAL ANHTEM 

 

Fear not! For the crimson flag that proudly waves in these dawns, shall never fade, 

Before the last fiery hearth that is ablaze within my nation burns out. 

And that, is the star of my nation, and it will forever shine; 

It is mine; and solely belongs to my nation. 

 

Frown not, I beseech you, oh thou coy crescent, 

But smile upon my heroic nation! Why the anger, why the rage? 

The blood we shed for you will not be worthy otherwise; 

For freedom is the absolute right of my God-worshipping nation. 

 

I have been free since the beginning and forever will be so. 

What madman shall put me in chains! I defy the very idea! 

I'm like the roaring flood; powerful and independent, 

I'll tear apart mountains, exceed the heavens and still gush out! 

 

The lands of the of the West may be armored with walls of steel, 

But I have borders guarded by the mighty chest of a believer. 

Recognize your innate strength! And think: how can this fiery faith ever be killed, 

By that battered, single-toothed monster you call "civilization"? 

 

My friend! Leave not my homeland to the hands of villainous men! 

Render your chest as armor! Stop this disgraceful rush! 

For soon shall be come the day of promised freedom... 

Who knows? Perhaps tomorrow? Perhaps even sooner! 

 

See not the soil you tread on as mere earth, 

But think about the thousands beneath you that lie without even shrouds. 

You're the noble son of a martyr, take shame, hurt not your ancestor! 

Unhand not, even when you're promised worlds, this paradise of a homeland. 

 

What man would not die for this heavenly piece of land? 

Martyrs would gush out if you just squeeze the soil! Martyrs! 

May God take all my loved ones and possessions from me if he will, 

But may he not deprive me of my one true homeland for the world. 

 

 

O Lord, the sole wish of my heart is that, 

No infidel's hand should touch the bosom of my temple. 

These adhans, the shahadah of which is the base of the religion, 

Shall sound loud over my eternal homeland. 

 

Then my tombstone - if there is one - will a thousand times touch its forehead on earth (like in 
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salah) in ecstasy, 

O Lord, tears of blood flowing out of my every wound, 

My corpse will gush out from the earth like a spirit, 

And then, my head will perhaps rise and reach the heavens. 

 

So flap and wave like the dawning sky, oh glorious crescent, 

So that our every last drop of blood may finally be worthy! 

Neither you nor my nation shall ever be extinguished! 

For freedom is the absolute right of my ever-free flag; 

For freedom is the absolute right of my God-worshipping nation! 

 

 

TURKISH CONTEMPORARY POET 
 

Ahmet Necip Fāzıl Kısakürek (May 26, 1904 – May 25, 1983) was a Turkish poet, novelist, 

playwright, philosopher and activist. He is also known simply by his initials NFK. He was 

noticed by the French philosopher Henri Bergson, who later became his teacher. 

 

In his own words, he was born in "a huge mansion in Çemberlitaş, on one of the streets 

descending towards Sultanahmet" in 1904. His father was Abdülbaki Fazıl Bey who held 

several posts including deputy judge in Bursa, public prosecuter in Gebze and finally, judge 

in Kadıköy. His mother was an emigree from Crete. He was raised at the Çemberlitaş 

mansion of his paternal grandfather Kısakürekzade Mehmet Hilmi Efendi of Maraş; he was 

named after his great-grandfather Ahmet Necib, as well as his father, Fazıl. 

Necib Fazıl learned to read and write from his grandfather at the age of five. He studied in 

many schools during his primary education, including the French School in Gedikpaşa, 

Robert College of Istanbul, as well as the Naval School. He received religious courses from 

Ahmed Hamdi of Akseki and science courses from Yahya Kemal at the Naval School but he 

was actually influenced by İbrahim Aşkî, whom he defined to have "penetrated into deep and 

private areas in many inner and outer sciences from literature and philosophy to 

mathematics and physics". İbrahim Aşkî provided his first contact with Sufism even at a "plan 

of skin over skin". "After completing candidate and combat classes" of Naval School, 

Kısakürek entered the Philosophy Department of Darülfünûn and graduated from there 

(1921–1924). One of his closest friends in philosophy was Hasan Ali Yücel. He studied in 

Paris for one year with the scholarship provided by the Ministry of National Education 

(1924–1925), until the scholarship was cancelled. After returning home in 1926, he worked 

at Holland, Osmanlı and İş Banks (1926–1939), and gave lectures at the Faculty of 

Linguistics and History and Geography and the State Conservatoire in Ankara and the 

Academy of Fine Arts in İstanbul (1939–1942). Having established a relation with the press 

in his youth, Kısakürek quit civil service to earn his living from writing and magazines. 

Necip Fazıl was awarded the First Prize of C.H.P. Play Contest in 1947 with his play Sabır 

Taşı (Stone of Patience). Kısakürek was awarded the titles of "Great Cultural Gift" by the 

Ministry of Culture (25 May 1980) and "Greatest Living Poet of Turkish" by the Foundation 

of Turkish Literature upon the 75th anniversary of his birth. 

Necip Fazıl Kısakürek died on 25 May 1983 in his house at Erenköy after an illness that 

"lasted long but did not impair his intellectual activity and writing" and was buried in the 

graveyard at the Eyüp Cemetery on the ridge of Eyüp after an eventful funeral 
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KALDIRIMLAR 

 

I 

 

Sokaktayım, kimsesiz bir sokak ortasında; 

Yürüyorum, arkama bakmadan yürüyorum. 

Yolumun karanlığa saplanan noktasında, 

Sanki beni bekleyen bir hayal görüyorum. 

 

Kara gökler kül rengi bulutlarla kapanık; 

Evlerin bacasını kolluyor yıldırımlar. 

İn cin uykuda, yalnız iki yoldaş uyanık; 

Biri benim, biri de serseri kaldırımlar. 

 

İçimde damla damla bir korku birikiyor; 

Sanıyorum, her sokak başını kesmiş devler... 

Üstüme camlarını, hep simsiyah, dikiyor; 

Gözüne mil çekilmiş bir âmâ gibi evler. 

 

Kaldırımlar, çilekeş yalnızların annesi; 

Kaldırımlar, içimde yaşamış bir insandır. 

Kaldırımlar, duyulur, ses kesilince sesi; 

Kaldırımlar, içimde kıvrılan bir lisandır. 

 

Bana düşmez can vermek, yumuşak bir kucakta; 

Ben bu kaldırımların emzirdiği çocuğum! 

Aman, sabah olmasın, bu karanlık sokakta; 

Bu karanlık sokakta bitmesin yolculuğum! 

 

Ben gideyim, yol gitsin, ben gideyim, yol gitsin; 

İki yanımdan aksın, bir sel gibi fenerler. 

Tak, tak, ayak sesimi aç köpekler işitsin; 

Yolumun zafer tâkı, gölgeden taş kemerler. 

 

Ne sabahı göreyim, ne sabah görüneyim; 

Gündüzler size kalsın, verin karanlıkları! 

Islak bir yorgan gibi, sımsıkı bürüneyim; 

Örtün, üstüme örtün, serin karanlıkları. 

 

Uzanıverse gövdem, taşlara boydan boya; 

Alsa buz gibi taşlar alnımdan bu ateşi. 

Dalıp, sokaklar kadar esrarlı bir uykuya, 

Ölse, kaldırımların kara sevdalı eşi... 

 

II 

 

Başını bir gayeye satmış bir kahraman gibi, 

Etinle, kemiğinle, sokakların malısın! 

Kurulup şiltesine bir tahtaravan gibi, 

Sonsuz mesafelerin üstünden aşmalısın! 
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Fahişe yataklardan kaçtığın günden beri, 

Erimiş ruhlarınız bir derdin potasında. 

Senin gölgeni içmiş, onun gözbebekleri; 

Onun taşı erimiş, senin kafatasında. 

 

İkinizin de ne eş, ne arkadaşınız var; 

Sükût gibi münzevî, çığlık gibi hürsünüz. 

Dünyada taşınacak bir kuru başınız var; 

Onu da, hangi diyar olsa götürürsünüz. 

 

Yağız atlı süvari, koştur, atını, koştur! 

Sonunda kabre çıkar bu yolun kıvrımları. 

Ne kaldırımlar kadar seni anlayan olur... 

Ne senin anladığın kadar, kaldırımları... 

 

III 

 

Bir esmer kadındır ki, kaldırımlarda gece, 

Vecd içinde başı dik, hayalini sürükler. 

Simsiyah gözlerine, bir ân, gözüm değince, 

Yolumu bekleyen genç, haydi düş peşime der. 

 

Ondan bir temas gibi rüzgâr beni bürür de, 

Tutmak, tutmak isterim, onu göğsüme alıp. 

Bir türlü yetişemem, fecre kadar yürür de, 

Heyhat, o bir ince ruh, bense etten bir kalıp. 

 

Arkamdan bir kahkaha duysam yaralanırım; 

Onu bir başkasına râm oluyor sanırım, 

Görsem pencerelerde soyunan bir karaltı. 

Varsın, bugün bir acı duymasın gözyaşımdan; 

Bana rahat bir döşek serince yerin altı, 

Bilirim, kalkmayacak, bir yâr gibi başımdan... 
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WHY WE LOVE POETRY ARTICLE CONTEST 

 
 

                                    
 

POETRY AND LIFE 

 

 The history of poetry is very old. It was born After a very short time from the 

begining of  human being. 

The most important side of the poetry is that expresses human feelings. Poetry is 

human gene map. Poetry is human emotion and the door to love. That’s why we love poetry. 

The old humans were sensitive. They had passions. They had liked everything about life. They 

had fallen in love. They had expressed all that they liked by poetry. They had written the 

poems about their lives and loves. They had had not facilities but had emotions. They had a 

hearth.  

 It is understood that; poetry is our life. Poetry comes from life. Poetry is in real life 

and meaning of life. Poem contains every emotion. Poetry is the oldest form of art which is 

indispensable. There are also many poems about nations and historical events. Poetry is in 

historical roots.  

 Poetry has long managed to reach up to the present date and is divided into varieties. 

In our age poetry has a strong position. Poetry never dies. Human finds himself in poetry.  

 Poetry is the name of love.  Man can express emotions with poetry. Women can 

understand emotions with too… Poetry is the road to agreement. I know anybody who 

doesn’t love poem. Poetry is powered by life. Life is heart’s blood of the poetry. 

 It is hard to be a poet. It is not easy to come out of community. That’s why; poets are 

accepted in society. Socially accepted form of art never dies. Anyone who read poetry, but 

everyone can not write poetry. Poetry creates language and allows. Poetry plant dreams and 

open horizon. How to enjoy poetry read their own language is a foreign person is not it? The 

countries and feelings are different but emotions are the same. Poetry engages at this point. 

If you have your own feelings now; I reached my goal. It is not possible to stay out of emotion 

and poetry. We have an essence. Poetry is an essence of human. In essence, everything that 

exists reaches people. 

 Art came into being with the human mind. The human mind depends on the hearth. 

Heart dominates the human mind. And then people develop emotional intelligence. Last of all 

human can write poetry. The poet's emotional intelligence has evolved. The poet’s are social 

human and communication expert.  
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 There is no need to understand the poem to love poetry. Poetry is emotion itself. 

Emotion is inside of human. Love is an emotion that human can fill up. Poetry is life and life 

is poetry… 

 

WINNER AND WRITTEN BY:  SÜLEYMAN ALAKIR  

 

 

 

TURKISH RELIGIOUS POETRY 

 

                                     
 

YUNUS EMRE  

 

Yunus Emre, who was a great folk poet and a sufist whose poems provided spiritual bases to 

Turkish people, is full of myths. It is not certain when and where he lived and died. It is 

reported that he was born in Bolu or Sivrihisar.  

It is a popular rumor that Yunus was illiterate. It can be understood from his grammatical 

mistakes in his poems that he did not receive regular education. However, when you read his 

books, you cannot consider him as an ignorant person. His letters show that he knew a lot, 

and he understood very well the values and the styles of belief of his age. There are sections 

of his poems which cannot be easily understood in terms of language and ideas, which need 

explanations. However, there are many of them which are quite clear, natural, and thought-

provoking. 

Yunus kept his place in the memories of Turkish people with his poems, hymns, and a myth, 

revived in their language, lived in their spirit and was shed in their tears. Yunus Emre is a 

great, deep and sincere folk poet. He tried to explain the unreachable excitement of Allah 

love to the public with his clear Turkish, and he managed. For him, everything in the nature 

seeks and talks about Allah. 

We see a deep mystic culture in Yunus. He turned Turkish folk language into a literary 

language with his most beautiful works in Oghuz dialect. In his age, Persian was the 

literature language, and Arabic was the scientific language. Yunus Emre, gave the best 

expression of divine thoughts with his simple and plain language use. 
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I WOULD LIKE 

 

I used to yearn for God;                

If I found Him, what then?  

Day and night I shed tears;  

If I laugh now, what then? 

 

I was a ball rolling  

On the holy men's field;  

Now I am a bat on  

The sultan's course, what then? 

 

A bunch of red roses  

At the sages' parley,  

I bloomed, grew ripe and big;  

If I wilted, what then? 

 

Scholars and learned men  

Found it in pious schools;  

I found the vital truth  

In the tavern, what then? 

 

 

İSTERİM 

 

İsteridüm Allah'ı 

Buldumısa ne oldı 

Ağlarıdum dün ü gün 

Güldümise ne oldı 

Erenler meydanında 

Yuvarlanur tup idüm 

Padişah çevgânında 

Kaldumısa ne oldı 

Erenler sohbetinde 

Deste kızıl gül idüm 

Açıldum ele geldüm 

Soldumısa ne oldı 

Alimler ulemalar 

Medresede buldıysa 

Ben harâbat içinde 

Buldumısa ne oldı 

 

 

COME, SEE WHAT LOVE HAS DONE 

TO ME 
 

Burning, burning, I drift and tread. 

Love spattered my body with blood. 

I'm not in my senses nor mad, 

Come, see what love has done to me. 

 

Now and then like the winds I blow, 

Now and then like the roads I go, 

Now and then like the floods I flow, 

Come, see what love has done to me. 

 

Hold my hand, lift me from this place 

Or take me into your embrace... 

You made me weep, make me rejoice, 

Come, see what love has done to me. 

 

Searching, I roam from land to land,  

In all tongues I ask for the Friend.  

Who knows my plight where love is 

banned?  

Come, see what love has done to me. 

 

Lovelorn, I tread; madly I scream.  

My loved one is my only dream;  

I wake and plunge into deep gloom.  

Come, see what love has done to me. 

 

I'm Yunus, mystic of sorrow,  

Suffering wounds from top to toe;  

In the Friend's hands I writhe in woe.  

Come, see what love has done to me. 

 

 

GEL GÖR BENİ AŞK NEYLEDİ 

 

Ben yürürüm yana yana 

Aşk boyadı beni kana 

Ne âkilem ne divane 

Gel gör beni aşk neyledi 

 

Geh eserim yeller gibi 

Geh tozarım yollar gibi 

Geh akarım seller gibi 

Gel gör beni aşk neyledi 

 

Ya elim al kaldır beni 

Ya vaslına erdir beni 

Çok ağlattın güldür beni 

Gel gör beni aşk neyledi 
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Ben yürürüm ilden ile 

Şeyh anarım dilden dile 

Gurbette hâlim kim bile 

Gel gör beni aşk neyledi 

 

 

Mecnun oluban yürürüm 

Ol yâri düşte görürüm 

Uyanıp melûl olurum 

Gel gör beni aşk neyledi 

 

Miskin Yunus biçareyim 

Baştan ayağa yâreyim 

Dost ilinden âvâreyim 

Gel gör beni aşk neyledi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Mevlana was born in the city of Belh of the Horasan country which falls within the 

boundaries of current Afghanistan, on September 30, 1207. 

Mevlana’s father was Bahaeddin Veled, the son of Hüseyin Hatibi, who, besides being one of 

the notables of city, was also known in his life time as the”Sultan of the Scholars”. His 

mother was Mümine Hatun, the daughter of Rükneddin, who was the Emir of Behl. Sultanü’l 

– Ulema Bahaeddin Veled, because of certain political incidents and the approaching 

Mongolian invasion could no longer stay in the city. Thus, in the year 1212 or 1213 Sultanü’l 

– Ulema left Behl with the members of his family and close friends. 

His first stop was Nişabur where he met the well known Sufi Feridüddin Attar. There, despite 

his young age Mevlana was noticed by Feridüddin Attar who showed his appreciation and 

approval of the young man. 

Sultanü’l – Ulema moved from Nişabur to Baghdat and later took off for Kaaba through 

Küfe. On his way back from the priglimage he stopped at Damascus and from Damascus he 

reached Larende (Karaman) passing through Malatya, Erzincan, Sivas, Kayseri and Niğde. 

They settled in the theological school (medrese) built by Subaşı Emir Musa. 

Sultanü’l – Ulema and his family who arrived at Karaman in 1222, stayed there for 7 years. 

There, Mevlana married Gevher Hatun who was the daughter of Şerefeddin Lala. The 

marriage gave Mevlana two sons named Sultan Veled and Alaeddin Çelebi. Years later, with 

Gevher Hatun dead, Mevlana married for a second time with Kerra Hatun, who was a widow 

with a child. Second marriage also gave him two sons, Muzaferreddin and Emir Alim Çelebi, 

and a daughter called Melike Hatun. 

During those years the greater part of Anatolia was under the reign of the Seljuk State and 

Konya was the capital. Hence Konya was bestowed with works of art and artists, and 

scholars were abundant in the city. In short, Seljuk State headed by Alaeddin Keykubad, was 
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enjoying its most spectacular days. Alaeddin Keykubad invited Sultanü’l – Ulema Bahaeddin 

Veled from Karaman and asked him to settle in Konya. 

Bahaeddin Veled accepted the invitation of the Sultan and arrived in Konya on May 3, 1228 

with his family and friends. Sultan Alaeddin met them with great ceremony and allocated the 

Altunapa (İplikçi) Medrese (theological school) to their use. 

Sultanü’l – Ulema died in Konya on January 12, 1231. The rose garden of the Seljuk palace 

was chosen for his grave and he was buried at the same spot the grave stands today at the 

Mevlevi lodge which is now used as a museum. When Sultanü’l – Ulema passed away, his 

students and followers gathered around Mevlana, regarding him as the sole heir of his 

father. In fact Mevlana had become a great scientific and religous scholar and was 

sermoning at the İplikçi Medrese. His sermons were drawing large crowds. 

Mevlana met Şems-i Tebrizi on November 15, 1244. Mevlana found in his character “the 

existance of absolute maturity” and saw in his face “the spiritual lights of God”. However 

their companionship did not las long as Şems suddenly died. After this death, Mevlana went 

into long years of seclusion. In later years, Selahaddin Zerkubi and Hüsameddin Çelebi tried 

to compansate the loss of Şems-i Tebrizi 

Mevlana, who summarized his life with the words, “I was raw, cooked and then burned” died 

on Sunday, December 17,1273. He had willed his burial prayers to be led by Sadrettin 

Konevi. However, Sadrettin Konevi was completely shattered with the death of Mevlana 

whom he loved greatly, and fainted at the ceremony. The prayer was then led by Kadı 

Sıraceddin. 

Mevlana believed the day of death to be a day of rebirth. Death would take him to his 

beloved; that is, the God. With this believe he was referring to the day of death as “Şeb-i 

Arus” which means wedding day or the bridal night and willed his friends not to cry and wail 

after him. 

“When we are dead, do not turn your eyes to the ground, seeking my grave! My grave will be 

in the hearts of the wise” Hz. Mevlana 

 

 

 

Gel, gel, ne olursan ol yine gel, 

ister kafir, ister mecusi, 

ister puta tapan ol yine gel, 

bizim dergahımız, ümitsizlik dergahı değildir, 

yüz kere tövbeni bozmuş olsan da yine gel… 

 

 

 

                                              
 

 

http://www.mevlana.com/wp-content/uploads/derviscizili.jpg
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“Come, come, whoever you are,  

Wanderer, worshipper, lover of leaving, 

Ours is not a caravan of despair. 

Even if you have broken your vows a thousand times 

It doesn’t matter 

Come, come yet again, come” 

 

 

 

GİTME BENSİZ 

 

Tatlı tatlı süzülerek geçen gözümün nuru 

Gitme bensiz. 

Dostlarının ömrü, bahçeye girme bensiz. 

Gök, donme bensiz. 

Ay, parlama bensiz 

Dünya, yola çıkma bensiz 

Ve zaman, geçme bensiz.  

 

Bu dünyay senle şenlik, şu dünya senle şenlik 

Bu dünyada oturma bensiz. 

O dünyaya doğru yola çıkma bensiz. 

Hayal, tanıma bensiz 

Ve dil, okuma bensiz.  

 

Bakış, durup bakma bensiz, 

Ve ruh, gitme bensiz. 

 

Gece ay ışığında yüzünü ak görür, 

Ben ışık, sen ay, 

Cennete gitme bensiz.  

 

Diken güllerin barınağında ateşten korunur, 

Yüz: Sen gül, ben diken, 

Gül bahçesine girme bensiz.  

 

Marangoz tokmağının yayında koşarım gözün bende iken, 

Gene de gözünü ayırma benden, 

Sürme tokmağı bensiz, gitme bensiz. 

 

Sevinç, sen kralın yoldaşısın, içme bensiz. 

Ve gece bekçisi, kralıın damına çıkarken 

Çıkma bensiz. 

 

Yazıklar olsun senin işaretini görmeden yola çıkana, 

Ey işaretsiz kişi, sen benim işaretimsin, 

Gitme bensiz...  

 

Yazıklar olsun benim haberim olmadan yola çıkana, 
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Ey yolu bilen kişi, sen benim yol habercimsin. 

Gitme bensiz. 

 

Başkaları sana aşk derler. Bence sen aşk hükümdarısın 

Ey şunun bunun hayal gücünden daha yüksek olan kişi 

Gitme bensiz...  

 

 

 

Go Not Without Me 

 

Sweetly parading you go my soul of soul, go not without me; 

life of your friends, enter not the garden without me. 

Sky, revolve not without me; moon, shine not without me; 

earth travel not without me, and time, go not without me. 

With you this world is joyous, and with you that world is joyous; 

in this world dwell not without me, and to that world depart not without me. 

Vision, know not without me, and tongue, recite not without 

me; glance behold not without me, and soul, go not without me. 

The night through the moon's light sees its face white; I am 

light, you are my moon, go not to heaven without me. 

The thorn is secure from the fire in the shelter of the roses 

face: you are the rose, I your thorn; go not into the rose garden without me. 

I run in the curve of your mallet when your eye is with me; 

even so gaze upon me, drive not without me, go not without me. 

When, joy, you are companion of the king, drink not without 

me; when, watchman, you go to the kings roof, go not without me.  

Alas for him who goes on this road without your sign; since 

you, O signless one, are my sign, go not without me. 

Alas for him who goes on the road without my knowledge; 

you are the knowledge of the road for me; O road-knower, go not without me. 

Others call you love, I call you the king of love; O you who are  

higher than the imagination of this and that, go not without me. 

 

 

ORUÇ 
 

Gizli bir tad vardır, midenin boş olmasından gelen 

Biz insanlar udlara benzeriz hemen hemen 

Tıka basa doluysa ses kutumuz 

Çıkmaz müziğimizin sesi…  

 

Eğer beyin ve karın oruç ile temizlenirken yanıyorsa, 

Her an yeni bir şarkı atlar bu ateşten 

Sis silinir, taze bir enerji gelir 

Seni önündeki basamakları koşup çıkmaya iten. 

 

Daha çok boşal ki ağlayabilesin kamıştan yapılmış çalgılar gibi 

Daha çok boşal ki bir kamış kalemle yazabilesin sırlarını tümünü. 

Ruhun oturduğu yerde çirkin bir metal heykel durur 
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Yiyecek ve içecekle doldurunca kendini 

Oruç tuttuğun zaman 

İyi huylar hep bir araya gelir, yardıma koşan arkadaşlar gibi.  

 

Oruç Süleyman’ın yüzüğüdür. 

Boş yere vazgeçme ondan, yitirme gücünü, 

Yitirsen bile 

Bütün irade ve kontrol elinden kaçsa bile 

Gelecektir sana hepsi birer birer geri 

Sancakları başlarının üstünde dalgalanan 

Yerden bitmiş askerler misali.  

 

Çadırına bir masa iner yukardan- 

İsa’nın masası. 

Umit et ki göresin bu masayı oruçkuyken-bu masa 

Üzerinde başka türlü yemekler serili 

Et suyunda pişmiş lahanadan daha değerli. 

 

 

FASTING 
 

There’s hidden sweetness in the stomach’s emptiness. 

We are lutes, not more, no less. If the soundbox 

Is stuff full of anything, no music. 

If the brain and belly are burning clean 

With Fasting, every moment a new song comes out of the fire. 

The fog clears, and new energy makes you 

Run up the steps in front of you. 

Be emptier and cry like reed instruments cry. 

Emptier, write secrets with the reed pen. 

When you’re full of food and drink, an ugly metal 

Statue sits where your spirit should. When you fast, 

Good habits gather like friends who want to help. 

Fasting is Solomon’s ring. Don’t give it 

To some illusion and lose your power, 

But even if you have, if you’ve lost all will and control, 

They come back when you fast, like soldiers appearing 

Out of the ground, pennants, flying above them. 

A table descends to your tents, 

Jesus’ table. 

Expect to see it, when you fast, this table 

Spread with other food, better than the broth of cabbages. 
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SLAM POETRY 
 

 
 

                                                  3 SEFİL ŞAİR 

Ter kokar bu yılların ve şer yaşar  

Bu mahrumiyet sebebi var mı?  

İçtimaa çağırır tanrı  

Top yekun değişir tavrı  

Tek ayak çukurda  

Secdeye eğil bakalım eğil  

Ah benim etten çakalım  

Babamdan devraldığım ilk arabam terlikti  

Dört dikişlik girişmekti kabahatin hak adaleti  

Bak oynadıkça bozulur insanın sükuneti  

Minnettar olamadım gecikti kıymetim (evet)  

Dürüst bu rapim peynir zeytin gibi  

Elini öpmen gerekmez  

Öptüren çeker mi ilgini?  

Bilmem silgini kaç kez kullanırsın?  

Ömür boyunca dört yapraklı gonca bulamayınca nal takıp gezer misin?  

Rutince bugünümü katladım ikiye uçak yaptım  

Attım ileriye rigayik şeyler yazdım arasına  

Resenler bastı darasına devirdi güneşi  

Renk verdi karanlık rehavet çöktü koydum noktayı...  

 

Sinirlerim donmuş hava soğuk  

Apansız bir hastalık bu lirik yazmak  
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Mürekkebimin ateşi çıkmış  

Islak kağıtla yatıştırma eylemindeyim  

Az sonra geçer umarım  

Şu an tam demindeyim  

Keplerin pençesine bağlı  

Kelamların ağlamaklı uçar gelir kekeç diline dolanır siftinirse  

Sırtım sırtarır yere gelmemeciğine söz verir  

Saplarım kalemi kağıda yazarım  

Rezerve edilmiş tüm hatalar reval gününü bekleyecek ve sıkmayacaktır canını 

Sır olarak kalacaktır belki de  

Tekin olsun için dışına taşmasın  

Yaşın tesir etsin bu cihana  

Tezkerelerde can vermesin  

Okyanusta kaybolan bir kuş gibiyim  

Yüce kanatlarım ecele doğru çırpınır ve geriye dönüşü yok bu yolun!  

Çıldırır dalga tongadır  

Ton ton dedelerim manga olsa ruhu kurtarabilir mi? sanmam  

 

Hezeli yak değil real-i rabbani mühim üç sefil hiç vardan  

Yaprağa akar kardan yaşlar hava buz kirpiklerim don tutar 
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